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Consumer Demand Drives
In- Car Connectivity

I
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adio Aims to Roll Higher
/

Pioneer's Cardenas puts dashboard
evolution in perspective
Iowa, in 1989. Cardenas has been with
Pioneer 18 years, starting as a product
specialist, providing training and support
for car and home electronics dealers.
In 2000, he moved to Pioneer's headquarters in Long Beach, Calif., and
became brand manager for the mobile
business group's marketing division. In
2007, he moved into amanagement role
within the product planning department,
working with Japanese engineers and
design teams across U.S. mobile electronic product lines. He was promoted
to his current role in 2012.
RW: We're hearing alot about the "connected car." What does that mean and
how do all types of audio consumption
fit into that definition?
Cardenas: It's reaching out to the
cloud or the Internet to bring some kind
of content or event to push other content
out. ... That's where the connected car
gets really unique, because it's really
(continued on page 6)

Industry engineers are
charged with exploring ways that the medium
Denise Truscello

LONG BEACH ,
CALIF.
—
As
vice president of
marketing for the
Car Electronics
Division of Pioneer Electronics
USA, Ted Cardenas is responsible for
overall brand strategy, sales initiatives,
promotion and advertising. That puts
him in the center of what's happening
with the changing car dashboard as the
aftermarket receiver manufacturer talks
to customers about Pioneer's in-vehicle
entertainment, navigation and connectivity products, and directs them to its
retail and distribution partners.
Radio World News Editor/Washington Bureau Chief Leslie Stimson
recently spoke with Cardenas about the
"connected car" and radio's place in its
evolving digital dashboard.
He began working in consumer electronics during his junior year in high
school at Sound and Service in Carroll,

can reinvent : Self. As they arribe at the NAB Show,
they might take inspiration from the High Roliler, the
newest icon of the Las Vegas skyline:.
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Settlement Talks in
HD Radio Suit?
Court filings indicate radio groups
may be willing to settle before trial

NEWS
ANALYSIS
BY RANDY J.STINE
Court filings in an HD Radio patent suit indicate broadcasters' will
ingness to at least consider settling
before trial.

The situation is hard to gauge, with
broadcasters not commenting and the
patent holder difficult to track down.
But information has emerged that
suggests asettlement could be in the
offing.
Wyneomm LLC sued 14 radio
ownership groups in November 2013,
claiming that the voice and data
(continued on page 10)
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Rarey Now Leads NPR Labs
NPR Distribution promotes Murphy
NPR has made two notable technical
promotions.
Rich Rarey becomes director of NPR
Labs, succeeding Mike Starling, who
recently retired. Mark Murphy meanwhile is director of engineering for NPR
Distribution, anew position.
Rarey had been manager of strategic
technology applications. He started at
NPR in 1980 as engineer of the Chicago Bureau; he was master control
supervisor before moving to "Labs" in
2008. Based in Washington, he'll manage astaff of two plus three interns; he
reports to Marty Garrison, vice president of technology operations, distribution and broadcast engineering.
NPR has "reimagined"
the mission of NPR Labs,
Rarey said, to expand on
its core mission of supporting the organization and
the broader public radio
system . through technical
and other services. Over
time, it has added grantfunded work and fee-based
consulting, developing and
testing products and services for clients.
Customers include stations that need accurate
mapping products for pro- Rich Rarey
posed HD Radio coverage
or customized Program Service Data
tools; and internal NPR divisions for
mapping products. The organization has
provided consultations on audio codecs,

Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana and Texas.
streaming bit rate selection
NPR Labs is also
and loudness; it has done
working with the NRSC
research for clients such as
on studies to determine
Nautel, the National Radio
compatibility of FM sinSystems Committee, Congle-sideband transmissumer Electronics Associasions and astudy on AM
tion and the Broadcast Trafmodulation- dependent
fic Consortium, of which
carrier level transmisNPR is amember.
sions. It is also updatLooking forward, Rarey
ing its HD Radio power
said, areas of interest include
calculator.
evaluation and development
Separately, Mark Murof program service data Mark Murph y
phy has been promoted
tools, audio standards and
to director of engineering
loudness, program accessibility and
for NPR Distribution, a new position.
media technology issues across avariety
Previously, he was the division's deputy
of platforms.
director of engineering.
Rarey is working on a
Since joining NPR in 1981, Murphy
Department of Homeland
has held a variety of technical roles
Security Alerting project
including satellite repair depot supervifor the deaf and hard-ofsor and senior project engineer. Most
hearing. This involves
recently, he has been the engineerdevelopment of an accesing lead for the Public Radio Satellite
sible FM RBDS receiver
System's multiyear PRSS "Forward"
to be used in an emergenproject. The PRSS is managed by NPR.
cy alerting demonstration
In that role, he's been responsible for
program in the Gulf Coast
the installation of new satellite dishes
region. The CEA selected
and other ground equipment at more
the receiver as a2014 CES
than 80 public radio stations.
Innovations Awards honMurphy oversees the satellite and
oree, as we've reported.
terrestrial technologies that the PRSS
The work — funded by
uses to distribute broadcast content as
FEMA, and managed by
well as a team of engineers. Murphy,
DHS' Science and Techbased in Washington, will manage a
nology Directorate — involves testteam of five and reports to Steve Densing broadcast emergency texts with up
more, director of broadcast operations.
to 500 deaf/hard-of-hearing volunteers
through 26 public stations in Florida,
— Leslie Stimson

INEWSROUNDUP
HARRIS: One year
after Harris Broadcast
was spun off by Harris
Corp., its new owner,
private equity firm The
Gores Group, is splitting the operation into
two independent units. GatesAir will focus on overthe-air radio and TV broadcasting while sister Imagine
Communications will focus on developing Internet- and
cloud-based software networks and workflow systems.
Former Harris Broadcast CEO Charlie Vogt will be chief
executive officer of both. Imagine Communications will
be based in Dallas. GatesAir will be based in Cincinnati,
with its manufacturing, supply chain and fulfillment
center in Quincy, III. Those operations have historic connections with the Gates and Harris names. GatesAir
Chief Product Officer Rich Redmond said the company is
"thrilled" to bring back the Gates name.

GATESAIR

!CANN: The U.S. Commerce Department plans to transition away from its oversight role of the Internet's back

end. The National Telecommunications and Information
Administration announced aplan to give up oversight
of key Internet domain name functions. Currently NTIA
oversees the technical system that ensures the public
can get to the websites they're looking for. It contracts
with the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers to carry out the Internet Assigned Numbers
Authority functions, and has an agreement with Verisign
under which that company performs related root zone
management functions. Now is the time to begin atransition, according to Assistant Secretary of Commerce for
Communications and Information Larry Strickling. " We
look forward to ICANN convening stakeholders across
the global Internet community to craft an appropriate
transition plan."
LAWO: Lauvo North America has moved headquarters to
anew facility in Toronto, citing increased demand for its
products. Contact the company at Lawo North America
Corp., 2041 McCowan Road Unit 1, Toronto, Ontario M1S
3Y6 CANADA. Phone (416) 292-0078. For information
contact sales-north-america@lawo.com or visit www.
lawo.com. Lawo's parent is in Germany, where its products are manufactured.
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Success Is Ahead, So Let's Roll

FROM THE

EDITOR
Paul McLane

Denise irusceil0

The wheel is a powerful symbol in
human culture and history, one that has
come to symbolize forward motion for a
race of people who always seem to have
somewhere else to be. Success is ahead
if we can just get there; so let's roll.
That's why Ifind the "High Roller"
an interesting visual metaphor for
changes in our industry, and have put it
on the cover of our NAB Show preview
issue. The High Roller will grab everyone's gaze in Las Vegas this year; so
now you will be able to nod knowingly
and inform your friends.
This is the world's largest observation wheel, almost exactly as tall as the
Washington Monument; it is part of a
costly new shopping and entertainment
"district" called The LINQ. The wheel's
legs were going up when we were in
town last year; now it is finished and
about to open.
The ride has 28 glass-enclosed cabins, each of which can hold 40 people;
the loop ride takes 30 minutes. The
(continued on page 5)
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Success Is Ahead, So Let's Roll

INTERACTIVE ADS: NextRadio and TagStation want to
beta-test the enhanced ad capabilities of FM-enabled
smartphones. Emmis SVP/CIO Paul Brenner tells RW that
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IN- CAR DATA: AT&T and Audi have put a price on in-car
data. The companies are offering two options to people
who would like to add their new Audi to an existing
Mobile Share data plan: a 5GB/ six-month plan for $ 99

35

"national brand" advertisers, broadcasters and Sprint are
taking part. They've begun running synchronous betatesting enhanced ad campaigns alongside radio campaigns.
The tests will measure results for advertisers using consumer actions on mobile phones through TagStation into
NextRadio FM Smartphones. Radio advertisers will be adding alevel of interactivity with consumers connecting with
them via texting, clicking to call, linking to websites, mobile
couponing, sharing or use of location- based services.

4

FEATURES
Beware of Phony Insurance Certs

14

Not Your Typical Radio Remote

16

RDS: The data broadcast of pubcaster Michigan Radio
was hacked, and profane messages showed up on some
receivers tuned to WVGR(FM) and WFUM(FM) in the west
Michigan and Flint areas, according to Marketing Director
Steve Chrypinski. " Michigan Radio took immediate steps
and a30 GB/30-month plan for $ 499. The plans coincide with the debut of the 2015 A3 sedan, available this
month. According to the automaker, Audi will enable the
first in- vehicle 4G LIE data connecton in North America.
Audi A3 sedans equipped with Audi Connect will receive
afree six-month trial period. Audi Connect features picture navigation, audible news headlines, Facebook anc
Twitter alerts, access to 7,000 online stations and person-
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alized RSS news feeds

Editor's Picks: Engineering
Conferences

24

(continued from page 4)

SBE Celebrates 50th Anniversary

25

wheel is not only about aride but about
impact from adistance. It features 2,000
LED lights and changing colors (allgreen for St. Pat's). The photos I've seen
are striking, even for atown that defines
visual candy. The skyline will look different thanks to this big bicycle rim.
Ferris wheels appear to be hot these
days, perhaps in part thanks to the
London Eye. One opened not long ago
in Seattle; another is rising in Maryland,
very close to the nation's capital. The

Reception Lets Hams Meet
in Person

26
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Podcasts Offer Low " Barrier
to Entry"

46
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Live2media Uses Digigram Pyko to
Intensify America's Cup
Marketplace

Tune in to the Future.

New York Wheel planned on Staten
Island would be even taller than the
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Celebrities Fuel Success

on aVPN/WAN secured connection or use other security
techniques to prevent unauthorized access to the encoders,
experts say, in addition to changing usernames and passwords from factory defaults.

20

So Who Is Raising Digital Power?

Exqibitor Listings

to address this breach as soon as we became aware of it,
including updating the passwords and other security settings used to access our RDS display." Michigan Radio is further encrypting its system. Engineers tell RW that stations
with RDS encoders connected to public IP/Internet connections are vulnerable. Stations should deploy RDS encoders

47
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Emotionally?

52

Reader's Forum

53

So apparently, what's perceived as
"old" can "become new" again; maybe
there's alesson for radio in this.
WHAT GOES UP
Of course, Ishould be careful of my
metaphors. Long before the TV show
came along, the term `"wheel of fortune"
reminded thinking people that Fate is
fickle, and who might be brought high
can be brought low again.
Well. 1liked the pix anyway.

F

IR.MnFrMORE DIGITAL MORE RADIO. AudioScience's AS18921/
8821-5500 series tuner cards offer the most digital radio
capabilites: 4or 8tuners for analog FM, HD- Radio FM or
DAB/DAB+. Record streams in PCM, MPEG-1 layer2 and

The High Roller is set to open soon.
Broadcasters might get lucky; according

MP3, while capturing all associated PAD data.

to arecent Dallas Morning News story.
the owner, Caesar's Entertainment, was

sampled at it's own rate. The two independent tuner

mum about its opening date, but the
newspaper wrote: "The latest word is
that there's likely to be a soft opening
in March followed by a grand opening
weekend of parties in late spring." So
maybe you'll be among the first to get
alook around (and Ido mean around).
Our NAB Show tech preview is featured in this issue. See you in Vegas.

MRX multi- rate recording allows each stream to be

Ii

modules can be custom-configured, to add TV audio
or AM audio capture. Need more digital radio? Add up
to 8cards in one system.
For information, call AudioScience at + 1-302-324-5333
or email us at salesasi@audioscience.com.

FEATURES
•MRX multira te recording
•Up to 8char nels of
HD-Radio or DAB/DAB+
•PCM, MPEG Layer 2
and MP3
•Windows 8, 7, XP, Server
2008/2003, Linux, and
OS Xsoftwa edrivers
•PCIe interfac e (ASI8821) or
PCI interface (ASI8921)
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(continued from page 1)
one of the first mediums, if not the first
for us, to be able to not just receive
information that's being broadcast from
somewhere like aradio station, but also
to have true two-way communication
... Now, whether it's the device, the
car or the consumer, that information
can be sent back up to the cloud to get
dynamic things like location-based services, to get real-time traffic or weather
or to cue different media sources and
entertainment.
RW: Do consumers care whether the
connection is an embedded modem vs. a
tethered cellphone connection?
Cardenas: If the tethering is seamless, then the consumer doesn't care or
doesn't want to know. If the tethering
requires some action on their part, then
there is still some resistance to it.
RW: Meaning they just want it to work?
Cardenas: Iwould generally say yes,
most consumers just want it to work.
Ithink that has been one of the primary success points of Apple, when
compared to alot of other things. They
use that in their marketing, "You can
just pick it up and use it. It just works."
Ultimately, and Idon't really know if
there's alot of solutions out there that do
this for the car, but ultimately if we're
going to hit critical mass and we're
going to have a lot of consumers who
have this connected vehicle, it's going to
need to be as simple as: Iget in my car, I
turn on the car and it's connected.
RW: Does it seem that after NHTSA

New Kind of Life

This is one in aseries of articles about
radio's role and future in the evolving
automobile dashboard. To read other
articles visit http://radioworld.com/
dashboard.
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released its guidelines to minimize distraction, etutomakers are now pulling
back a little bit on how they implement
connectivity in the dash?
Cardenas: Irepresent only the aftermarket. ... We're pretty fortunate because
we're serving aconsumer who is coming
to us and saying, "Iwant asolution for
this technology, and I'm willing to pay
for it." ... The OEMs have acompletely
different and far more complex customer. They may have acustomer who says,
"I want that white car over there and I
really like how it looks and Ilike how
it drives. It's got this thing in the dash,
which Imay or may not want:"
It's a really, really difficult proposition for the auto manufacturer, because
on one hand, they have to meet demands
of the consumer who wants that technology, and make it simple enough and
make it work — but at the same time
they have to make it very simple for the
consumer uho just wants an AM/FM

MORE DASHBOARD

Pioneer has advanced
HD Radio in its receivers. Last year,
the company introduced Artist
Experience on some of its models.
This year, the HD Radio section of
its new Networked Entertainment
Experience receivers feature AE
and display what's playing on mutticast channels, if available. Shown
is the AVIC-6000NEX.
radio and doesn't care about those connected features.
RW: At the CES show, discussions about
where cars are going centered on driver-assisted technology, then automated,
and finally, driverless vehicles. How
does that affect how Pioneer is thinking
about future products?
Cardenas: If we ever got to, and I'm
sure we will sometime in the future,
but if we got to the point where the
autonomous vehicle would be commonplace, really, that's going to change the
entertainment system almost entirely. It
would become almost much closer to a
home entertaintnent s stem at that point.

because we're simply getting in the
vehicle and sitting down and letting the
vehicle take us where we desire.
RW: Radio is now beginning to realize the dash is more crowded, with
streaming radio and satellite radio, as
well as the ability to plug in your MP3
player and other devices. Are AM and
FM stations always going to be in the
dashboard?
Cardenas: My position personally —
and Ithink the position of Pioneer and
most of the companies that are players
either in the aftermarket or the OEM
entertainment space for the automobile
— we still firmly believe that terrestrial
radio, AM and FM, certainly have an
important place. Now is that importance
going to diminish over time? Yes, that's
avery real possibility. What is that timeline? Ipersonally believe that it's still
quite along ways out....
Part of it is embracing, at least in
my opinion, other technologies like the
Internet, like Web pages, like Tweets, or
other types of ways that the radio station
that has traditionally been broadcasting out information or entertainment to
their consumer base, embracing other
methods to do so, not as alternatives, but
to do so in conjunction with the radio
broadcast they're doing.
RW: In a broad sense, speaking of
radio's competitors in the dash, why are
manufacturers putting the capabilities
to receive all these things into devices?
Cardenas: It's two-fold. One is consumer demand. Iwould imagine all of
us have tried those services, and [two],
it's also the fact that we now can. If
we rewind just 20 years ago, there was
limited space and controls. Devices were
larger and the cost was higher, and so,
as a manufacturer ... we had to make
choices. ... What Ithink is great about
today from a consumer perspective is
you can have all of those things.
Iuse pretty much all of those, but not
every single day. Iwill switch. If I'm
listening to Pandora for acertain amount
of time, eventually Istart hearing the
same music over and over. And sure, I
could switch over to another channel; but
more often than not, Iwill switch to a
completely different source. I'll go back
to FM, and then I'll go back to music
that's on my iPod or that Ihave in my
CD player....
(continued on page 8)
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(continued from page 6)

Radio has aclear advantage because
you've got aperson on the other end of
that line. ... A good example ... is my
wife listens to KISS(FM) here in L.A.
every single morning, not because she
likes music, although she likes music,
but that's not her driving reason. It's
because she wants to listen to Ryan
Seacrest in the morning.
RW: Some CE manufacturers are moving away from making in-dash radios with knobs and buttons. Will those
remain or not?
Cardenas: It goes to consumer demand
and it's cyclical. I would say if you
looked back over the last 20 or 30 years,
about every five years there's a group
that takes all the buttons and knobs
away and changes it to something else,
and then they come back because we as
consumers, for whatever reason, we tend
to like knobs. We tend to like hard keys
that are single-, or at most, dual-purpose,
so that Iknow: When Ipress this button,
it's going to turn the radio off. Or Iknow
when Ihit that button it's going to tune to
preset number three. ...
Ithink the question becomes more
of: Will we still replicate alot of those
controls but do it with touch interfaces

as those interfaces evolve and get so
much better? Right now, you can get into
a Pioneer radio, and it's got a volume
knob. Today, we have acouple of products that have a capacitive touchscreen
in the dash — five or 10 years from now
will there be amajority of products that
have acapacitive touchscreen? Or maybe
even multiple touchpads, like some of
the OEMs are doing, or a secondary
touchscreen that you can put your hand
against and act like you're turning a
knob... and will that do the same thing?
RW: The capacitive touchscreen — what
does that recognize?
Cardenas: There's two primary types of
touchscreens: Resistive, which requires
a physical press. You're actually pressing through the material on the screen
to make an electrical connection that's
embedded in the screen. A resistive
touchscreen is commonly what you find
in an automobile. ...
A capacitive touchscreen is like what
you have on your smartphone or your
tablet. A capacitive touchscreen ... still
has some electrical sensors in the touchpanel, but instead of requiring aphysical
push, it's using the electrical capacitance
in your skin to indicate to the system on
the backside where you're touching on
the screen. ... Swipes and multi touch
are po ss ible on both technologie. but
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Ted Cardenas with demo models of Pioneer receivers.
the resistive tends to be much faster. ...
Pioneer was the first to introduce it
into the car in the aftermarket, and we
did it with our AppRadio, the original
one, which we launched in 2011. Today
we have two AppRadios, and at CES
we introduced our flagship navigation
[model], which will ship to retailers lin
March], and that also has a capacitive
touchscreen. By April we'll have three
of our family of products that now feature acapacitive touchscreen.
RW: We're now seeing handhelds that
are FM-receive, and only if there is an
FM chip in the device. Do you foresee
making car radios that are FM- only and
leaving out AM?
Cardenas: From Pioneer's perspective I
cannot imagine that happening for areally long time. ... [W]e've basically got an
engineered tuner chipset that we designed
along time ago and ... just for the cost of
engineering we basically have that legacy
design, and it's what goes in every radio,
and there's no need to change it.
RW: How does Pioneer find out what
consumers want?
Cardenas: We still do research. We do
focus groups. Our retailers will tell us
the things that people came in asking
for or what people bought and maybe
didn't like the experience, so we tend to
get alot of our feedback that evolves the
product ... and make minor changes or
even dramatic changes.
What has really grown to become
a fantastic tool over the last couple of
years is social networking because now
we've got amethod to carry on aconversation with some of our most enthusiastic customers or potential customers. ...
[T]he 50,000 likes on our Pioneer
Facebook page are really passionate,
enthusiastic consumers. We are engaging them in atrue two-way communication. We may post the news about anew
model or hint about anew feature, and

then we'll get alot of pretty constructive
feedback.
RW: What was the concept behind the
Pioneer AppRadio Hackathon?
Cardenas: There are a lot of people
developing apps, but they're developing
the majority of them for the smartphone
or tablet and few of them are designed
specifically to be used in-car. Our motivation for doing the Pioneer AppRadio
Hackathon was to introduce these app
developers to our AppRadio platform.
... We were really looking for things
that offered location-based services. The
example we used was if Jiffy Lube wrote
an app ... It would pop up an indicator on your Pioneer AppRadio and say:
"It's been 2,950 miles since your last oil
change. Jiffy Lube recommends an oil
change every 3,000 miles. You're going
to drive by aJiffy Lube in one mile on
}our left. Don't you want to stop by and
get your oil changed? And for doing so
here's a10 percent-off coupon," or something like that.
RW: That dovetails with what NextRadio
is doing. The person is listening to an
FM station through the app on asmartphone, and they may get acoupon from
McDonalds, if they're near one. It's
location-based, targeted advertising.
Cardenas: That's hot right now. There's
huge potential revenue, potential advertising. There's alot of apps that are doing
it, and people are trying to figure out the
best way because it is so relevant and
targeted.
RW: Is there something lshould have
asked and didn't?
Cardenas: We get feedback from consumers and retailers, and working closely
ith iBiquity, we've evolved the HD
Radio interface on our next product,
the NEX [Networked Entertainment
Experience] receivers we introduced at
(continued on page 11)
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INTELLIGENT SYSTEM DESIGN
Spectrum-scalable digital radios with user- selectable data rates enable broadcasters to have greater flexibility in STL planning and future growth.
The integrated T-1/E1 and Ethernet interfaces allow for acombination of T1 /E1 and IP packet data.

-0 IP APPLIANCES AND APPLICATIONS
Offer IP transmitter control, surveillance security, and site monitoring to reduce downtime, and protect valuable station assets while saving
travel time to the site.
REMOTE MIRRORED SERVERS
From the transmitter site, offers backup of business records and programming content to get you back on the air quickly in the event of astudio outage.

e.

EMAIL AND INTERNET ACCESS FROM THE TRANSMITTER SITE
Saves engineers time accessing manuals or technical support from manufacturers during maintenance sessions.

:31E: SIMPLE NETWORK MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL ( SNMP)
Full SNMP package with GUI provides easy monitoring and configuration changes.

Contact The Moseley Sales Team to Custom Configure Your EVENT STLiTSL Today!

moseleybroadcast.com
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HD SUIT
(continued from page 1)
transmission technology broadcasters
use for their HD Radio broadcasts violates the patents it owns.
Named as defendants in the federal
lawsuit were Beasley Broadcast Group,
CBS Radio, Clear Channel parent CC
Media Holdings, Cox Media Group,
Cumulus Media, Entercom, Entravision,
Greater Media, Hubbard Radio, Radio
Disney, Radio One, Saga, Townsquare
Media and Univision.
Now court documents give a brief
glimpse inside the lawsuit between
radio owners and acompany that some
consider a "patent troll." The documents
show an intention to discuss a settlement while delaying the date broadcasters are required to reply to the lawsuit
filed in federal court.
"The reason for the request is to allow
parties additional time to discuss settlement' according to aletter cosigned by
both sides filed with U.S. District Court
in Delaware in early February. The
request was accepted by the court; that
delays broadcaster responses until April
25. Originally, responses were due in
late February.
Bill Ragland, apatent attorney with
Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice,
which is not affiliated with the case,
said it's not unusual for opposing parties to request additional time to file
responses to a complaint to allow for
settlement talks.
"The fact that the request is made
jointly by the patent holder and the broadcasters is an indication that settlement
discussions are underway or planned at
the time of the request," he said.

Radio World contacted several of the
broadcast groups for comment, including Beasley, Clear Channel Media &
Entertainment and Greater Media. The
companies said they do not comment on
pending litigation.
Attempts to find contact info on the
Internet for Wyncomm were unsuccessful; and emails to Wyncomm's legal
counsel were not returned. Wyncomm's
business address is listed in court documents as 113 Barksdale Professional
Center in Newark, Del.
HD Radio developer iBiquity Digital
is not named nor identified in any of
the lawsuits. The company licenses the
technology used by radio broadcasters;
it has consistently declined comment on
the suit and did so again for this article.

NONDISCLOSURE IS TYPICAL
Approximately 76 percent of patent
lawsuits end in some sort of settlement,
according to Thomas Ewing, a patent
attorney and IP consultant for Avancept
LLC. "What's impossible to tell is who
is getting the better deal in this case,
[Wyncomm] or the broadcasters."
Because most actual settlements
include nondisclosure agreements,
Ewing said often it's impossible to
determine who settled for what amount,
even afterwards.
Wyncomm LLC claims the broadcasters are using in-band, on-channel
technology, and therefore, infringing on
U.S. patent 5,506,866 and two associated
patents it owns. Wyncomm lists Delaware Radio Technologies as the exclusive
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licensee for its technology. DRT is also
listed as aplaintiff in the suit.
The ' 866 patent, "Side-Channel Communications in Simultaneous Voice and
Data Transmission:' was issued to AT&T
in 1996, but its ownership has changed
hands many times since. The patent
expired in November 2013.
Expiration means the patent owner
cannot obtain an injunction, sharply
reducing stakes for the accused infringers, said Scott Daniels, an intellectual property attorney with Westerman,
Hattori, Daniels & Adrian LLP. "The
patent owner may still seek damages
for acts of infringement occurring for a
period up to six years before the filing
date of the complaint:' he said.
There is asecond patent — 5,642,379
— cited in the lawsuit; it expires in June
2015. "That is far too soon for injunctive
relief to be apossibility," Daniels said.
The third patent, 5,475,691, expired
last fall. Titled "Voice Activated Data
Rate Change in Simultaneous Voice and
Data Transmission:' it was granted to
AT&T in 1995.
One broadcast source characterized
the first two patents as "clearly written
for telephony:' discussing predecessors
to DSL and covering the digitization of
voice and data for aphone network. The
third patent is a little more broad and
"does not specifically refer to aphone
network:' according to this source, who
emphasized that none of the patents specifically refer to RF and finds "nothing"
in these patents "that expands the scope
sufficiently to cover HD Radio."
MONEY DAMAGES
Daniels said the lawsuit could be
a deterrent to broadcasters using HD
Radio technology and those considering
adopting it.
As things stand, the case is purely one for money damages, according
to Daniels, who said: "The individual
broadcasters, sued for infringement, will
want to settle provided that Wyncomm
offers them "an amount below their legal
costs in defending against the lawsuit."
Meanwhile, Wyncomm and Delaware
Radio Technology will hope to settle
with at least a few broadcasters to
obtain funds to finance the litigation
against the others and encourage those
radio groups to settle as well, Daniels
speculated.
While the mindset of broadcasters
about settling is difficult to determine,
it's obvious the case is likely moving
in that direction, according to another
court observer.
Gregg Skall, acommunications attorney with Womble Carlyle Sandridge &
Rice, LLP, said plaintiffs typically consider "the nuisance value" when thinking about settling, especially in patent
matters where the expense of litigation
can be quite large.
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"We must assume that such [resolution] discussions are underway and are
sufficiently serious to warrant adelay in
the process so that the parties can focus
on the terms of apossible settlement."
Wyncomm and DRT are based in
Delaware and identified by legal observers as "nonpracticing entities," patent
holding companies that typically don't
produce goods or services but manage
intellectual property portfol ios.
NPEs often have offices in Delaware due to its desirable corporate taxes
and laws, observers said. For instance,
Delaware Radio Technologies, according to Hoovers, lists as its address 1209
North Orange Street in Wilmington,
Del., known for being home to 200,000
business addresses as registered agent
services.
Some industry observers have speculated that broadcasters are hoping to
avoid apossibly contentious trial, especially considering Wyncomm's history.
Its aggressive approach to litigationseeking infringement damages has
moved some to refer to it as a patent
troll. Wyncomm, along with DRT, filed
a barrage of suits against electronics
companies asserting the ' 866 patent.
Late last year, the entities filed asimilar
suit alleging Ford, Chrysler, General
Motors, Toyota, BMW and 13 other car
companies are infringing on the patent.
That suit remains active.

THE MAIN PATENT
The abstract description of
U.S. patent no. 5,505,866, " Side-
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we've been using for some 20 years. It's
used for all of the "radio" — so that
could be AM, FM, HD Radio. We use it
for satellite radio and even for the connected car to see if we're able to receive
asatellite signal. ... Our offices are in
Long Beach, Calif. Near Long Beach is
Palos Verdes, a little peninsula jutting
out into the ocean. It's ahill and you can
drive aloop around Palos Verdes and be
blocked entirely from almost all of the
towers that are in the Los Angeles area.
Once you get on the other side of the hill,

(continued from page 8)

CES. Last year, we introduced Artist
Experience. This year we have the ability to display what is playing on HD2
and HD3, if it's available.
RW: Do you still do road tests of your
HD Radio prototypes, making sure
they can receive the signal?
Cardenas: We've got atorture loop that

you only have ocean to the west and hill
to the east, and you have avery difficult
time receiving any broadcast signals.
Our engineers in Long Beach ... know
exactly where the problem areas are, so
they can mark on their notes, "In this
specific area we had an issue." ... Our
team in Detroit has asimilar loop. We've
tested in various cities. We've done tuner
testing in almost every major metropolitan area in the United States.
Comment on this or any story. Write
to radioworldenbmedia.com.

BUILD YOUR
FUTURE. NOW.
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Just what audio routers must be.

sapphire - A step ahead

Channel Communications in Simultaneous Voice and Data Transmission," details the technical aspect
of the patent:
In asimultaneous voice and
data communication system, a
stream of signal points is portioned into a plurality of symbol

crystal - Welcome to digital broadcasting.

blocks, each symbol block including adata segment and acontrol
segment. The data segment carries

Radio Tools

by Lawo

JADE - The audio control center on your PC.

information from auser, i.e., user
data, while the control segment
controls segment information. A
EDIT - The audio editor for radio applications.

voice signal is then added to at
least a portion, or all, of the signal
points of each symbol block to
provide simultaneous voice and
data transmission o an opposite
endpoint. The control information from asecondary data source,
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and/or may include information
from asecondary data source,
and/or may include information
about the characteristics of the
succeeding block, e.g., the user
data rate, and information pertaining to characteristics of the
communication channel.
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Beware of Phony Insurance Certs
Take steps to verify your subcontractors' authenticity

I

WORKBENCH
by John Bisset

Read more Workbench articles online al radiowodd.com

O

n the National Association of
Tower Erectors LinkedIn page,
John McGarvey, a partner with the
Insurance Office of America's Telecom Division, wrote recently about the
importance of collecting certificates of
insurance from your subcontractors, a
prudent risk management technique.
How do you know if the sub's coverage is in force or really ever existed? It's
difficult in today's world.
You may think acertificate protects
you; but if you hire acontractor who has
falsified their insurance certificate, you
are the loser.
John reports a trend of insurance
companies that have no idea they are
insuring guys who are actually climbing
towers. Should a loss occur, the insurer
may deny the claim immediately based
on misrepresentation.

IOA's Telecom Division offers a noobligation certificate of insurance audit.
They will go through your certificates
of insurance and verify policy numbers,
find out if policies are in force and provide you with asynopsis of the findings.
Contact him via email to john.mcgarveyeioausa.com or call (770) 654-8666.
Whether or not you use John's service, now is agood time to make alist
of your subcontractors — tower riggers,
HVAC, electricians. Any sub who works
on your station should provide you with
insurance certification. Managing this
is yet another value-added service that
you, the station or contract engineer, can
bring to an employer or client.
hor Slabicki makes live recordings of
Ismall groups when they perform in
concert. He edits and masters CDs from
these recordings. In his spare time, he
reads Workbench.
In our Feb. 12 column, Iasked what's
in your toolbox. Ihor offers interesting
and inexpensive suggestions.
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Fig. 1: Nail files?
Nah ... These are
"fine sandpaper
on astick."
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PCB from the front (component side),
the plus LED is the right solder pad that
had been used for the bulb.
Changing out LEDs for the incandescent offers long life and reliable lighting. Thanks, Buc, for the tip.
Reach Charles S. "Buc" Fitch at
fitchpeecomcast.com.

B

roadcaster, project engineer and fellow RW contributor Dan Slentz
wants readers to imagine a day when
you can order a spare part, and adata
file containing specs is transmitted to
an appliance on your desk ... and out
pops your part!
We already replaced physical mail
(and junk mail) with email and spam;
the only thing we gave up was paper.
But adevice like this is agame-changer.
First off are emery boards. Think of
each as an applicator of "fine sandpaper
on astick" — very useful for filing down
nicks or polishing corroded terminals
and contacts. The length of the board
lets you reach into equipment easily.
Next are drinking straws, useful for
blowing out dust and dirt in crevices,
even blowing out adropped screw, nut
or washer when you cannot reach into
equipment to retrieve it. The length of
the straw lets you aim the air blast, and
you can control how much air and how
strong of a blast (or puff) you send.
Ihor also likes "yellow stickies" —
Post-it Notes brand, or similar products
These are useful for temporarily labeling everything but the dog. One can be
rolled into a sleeve to wrap around a
wire as an identifier, or cut to any size
and used to temporarily label parts,
switches, nearly anything. The slight
tackiness allows you to hold screws or
nuts in place while working with them,
or to pick up parts that may have fallen.
The best thing about Ihor's "tools" —
their low cost. You can get straws at a
fast food restaurant. A 100-count bag of
4-5/8-inch double-sided emery boards
costs less than $ 10 on Amazon. And
you can find Post-it Notes in your station's office supply closet or various retail
outlets.
Ihor can be reached at Ihorbuye
gmail.com.

C

harles S. "Buc" Fitch, P.E., recently
changed the blown incandescent
bulb in aMarti SCG-10 SCA modulator
to awarm white 20 ma, 5mm LED.
The values that work are a470 ohm
1/2 watt resistor in place of the nominal
15 ohm 1/4 watt that is on the meter
PCB. Marti once again has a diode
(1N4007) in the circuit to reduce the
raw voltage. For that reason the LED
is polarity sensitive. As you look at the

Fig. 2: The Da Vinci 1.0 is adesktop
3D printer retailing for $ 499.
Even now, with available technology, we could get plastic replacement
hardware for audio boards, transmitters,
etc. — pretty much any plastic part. But
how soon until this technology has other
supplies (ranging from raw material
to maybe surface-mount electronics in
"dispensers") in it so that actual operational parts could be made?
It's probably coming. Fairly large
items, eight inches to a side, can be
"printed" today using the 3D printer
in Fig. 2. It costs under $500. Need a
Teflon mounting ring, a custom insulator and end piece for an audio console? See the future at this link: www.
xyzprinting.comlenlproduct.
Contact Dan Slentz at dan_slentze
yahoo.com.
Contribute to Workbench. You'll
help your fellow engineers, and qualify
for SBE recertification credit. Send
Workbench tips to johnpbissetegmail.
com. Fax to (603)472-4944.
Author John Bisset has spent 44
years in the broadcasting industry and
is still learning. He handles West Coast
sales for the Telos Alliance. He is SBE
Certified and is apast recipient of the
SBE's Educator of the Year Award.
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Not Your Typical Radio Remote
The author, DOE for Dan Patrick, tells what it's like to cover the Super Bowl

FIRSTPERSON
BY JIM HIBBARD

For the past five years, "The Dan
Patrick Show" has gone on the road for
the week leading up to the Super Bowl.
The national radio program broadcasts Monday through Friday on
approximately 350 U.S. affiliates and is
syndicated on Premiere Radio Network;
it is also broadcast as a TV show on
NBC Sports Network and DirecTV's
Audience Network.
This year, DirecTV built Dan's "Manscraper" on the top floor of the parking
structure at Pier 40 in New York City
overlooking the Hudson River. The twostory building featured alarge set on the
first floor (fashioned after Dan's Connecticut "Mancave"), with a rear wall
of glass giving the audience a view of
lower Manhattan, including the new One
World Trade Center, formerly known as
the Freedom Tower. A spiral staircase
led to the second floor, which was aregulation basketball court, complete with a
backdrop of Grand Central Station.
THE TECHNICAL SKINNY
The show features Dan alongside his
four co-hosts, The Danettes. Each of
the guys has aturret with on/off/cough,
headphone volume and talkback to two
destinations. The hosts turn their own
mics on and off, so in the booth we just
ride levels on their mics, plus the phone
calls and show bumpers we receive
from the main studio in Milford, N.J.
Several high-profile guests joined
Dan during the week, and guest mics
and headphones were controlled in the
booth, which is typically aconstruction
trailer located outside the main set.
We use an eight-channel headphone
amp with eight stereo inputs. PGM is
fed to both left and right channels, and
the IFB interrupt is on the right channel.
Since this is aTV broadcast of the
radio show, most of the camera shots are
in the main studio while interviewing

The set under

construction.

The regulation basketball
court, complete with a
backdrop of Grand Central.

THE PREP
It takes about a month to prepare
for this five-day remote broadcast.
Configuring the Wheatstone E-1 for
"The Dan Patrick Show" includes all
mic and source assignments, setting up
the two sets of mic processors, programming the talkback on the mic turrets for
each talent, assigning the busses, creating
(continued on page 18)

guests and taking phone calls, but during radio commercial breaks, fans get
"behind the scenes" with what DirecTV
calls "Look-ins." Dan and The Danettes
usually get up from their seats to go
upstairs and play basketball, outside
to the football field, greet their fans or

Live and
On Demand
IMMilev

Content
Monetization

give guests atour. The guys and their
guests have wireless lays, which the TV
audio engineer takes for the Look-ins.
Our remote radio mixer also has all the
wireless mics for backup, or if they stay
to shoot hoops or do some other "nonstudio" segment.
The heart of the operation is our
Wheatstone E-1 console, which includes
two Wheatstone Blades. The console
has only 12 faders, so we utilized scene
changes (events) to accommodate all
our sources. There are four PGM busses, which have unique assignments
feeding the TV truck, headphones, the
main studio in Milford, and the on-set
monitor speakers.
In the past, we've used the Vorsis
M-1 and M-2 mic processors. This year,
we demo'd two Vorsis M-4 Blades, for
the five regular guys, plus two guest
positions. Because the M4s are GUIbased, we split Dan's mic and the guest
mics to both the M4 and to dbx 286s
mic processors for backup in case we
needed to adjust anything in abig hurry,
as the dbx has knobs!
Since this is a TV set, it's a large
room with high ceilings filled with not
only the talent, but TV camera operators, floor directors, producers, lighting,
other technical assistants and production assistants. We relied a lot on mic
processing, EQ and dynamics to keep
it from sounding like abig cave and to
"gate" out extraneous noise from the
crew and the huge fans that worked
endlessly to keep the studio warm in the
sub-freezing NYC temps!
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spiral staircase that connected the two floors.
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SATELLITE SIGNAL LEVEL METER

HD GRADE LNB AMPLIFIERS ARE NEEDED

AND SAT IDENTIFIER

FOR NEW SAT CHANNELS

Our TURBO- S2 meter makes satellite antenna
aiming fast and easy. Now you can perfectly
peak all your dishes, to achieve maximum
performance and reliable reception of " finicky"
new digital channels. The unit powers the
LNB for convenient work at the dish site. The
TURBO- S2 shows the name of each satellite,
plus displays key signal quality specs for all

HIGH GAIN 4.2 METER SATELLITE ANTENNA
In stationary or motorized configuration

Several networks have made the switch to DAWNco's new " Lseries" of C
and Ku band LNB arnpiifiers, to accommodate the " finicky" nature of new HD
satellite receivers. This new generation of
LNB has improved specs that can make a real
difference in the reception of high-definition
and 8PSK satellite channels. These new LNBs
feature best- in- industry specs for " 1dB gain
compression point" and " phase noise." Internal
circuitry has been completely redesigned for
reduced power draw, so that indoor receivers
e
and power supplies will never be overtaxed. In

\. oceer,
•
e

order to prevent video picture tiling and signal
outages, when outdoor temperatures fluctuate,
DAWNco's best LNBs feature a highly stable
+/- 2 Khz rating. Make sure to upgrade to the
new DAWNco " Lseries" LNBs, and watch for
improved EbNo readings on your digital satellite receivers.

•

Bigger is better, when you consider satellite antennas
for optimum MPEG4 satellite channel reception.
The 4.2m is the largest
and highest gain dish
that still mounts on a
single pipe. The unique
aluminum reflector can be
delivered in 1- piece on a
special factory truck, for
fast installation, or in an
8- petal configuration for
easy- carry to arooftop
location. Call DAWNco for
help choosing the most
cost effective satellite
antenna to improve your
satellite reception.

MPEG2/MPEG4/DVBS/DVBS2/QPSIV8PSK
channels. Adjust to perfection when viewing
readouts for carrier-to-noise ( C/N), signal quality
(Ebl\k)), and Bit Error Rate ( BER). This USA- built
unit comes with English speaking tech support,
and our customers widely praise the unit for its
features and reliability.

SURGE SUPPRESSOR FOR LIGHTING
NEAR SATELLITE ANTENNA
Place " LNB-Zap-Stop" in the coaxial cable line that
runs from the dish, to the satellite receivers. Think
of it as an " insurance policy" to protect expensive
indoor equipment from lightning hits. Transient

Suppressing Diode technology works to block high
voltage lightning surges. The lightning protection
units can take multiple hits, with no need for
reseting or replacing.

You'll find

our prices
reasonable,
our reasoning
priceless. I«

CHOOSE THE BEST
LNB SIGNAL CABLE
On long satellite signal cable runs, avoid using
"noisy" amplifiers, so that you maintain the
maximum C/N performance that your dish can
deliver. Choose DAWNflex low- loss coaxial
cable for dish-to receiver distances from 300
to 500 feet. This flexible cable passes satellite
Lband signals with very little loss. It is flooded
for direct buria', and the quad shielded design
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0011 up to 300f1
OAWNflex vorn 3000 to 50011
SATliber link from 50011 to 50 miles

See Us at NAB Booth SU3002
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offers the best protection from signal ingress.
Choose the SAffiber link for dish-to-receiver
distances from 500 feet to 50 miles. Eliminate
long distance signal attenuation, and lightning
surge problems, when you install SingleMode
fiber running out to the dish. Place our SATfiber
Transmitter and Receiver units on both ends
of the fiber, and pass 45 to 2800 Mhz with
perfect quality. Call DAWNco to hear about our
easy- install fiber, and for help choosing the best
SATfiber system for your needs.

Keeping track of all the satellite and fiber
optic communications products out there
is afull time job.
That's why so many people come to
DAMINco. They count on us for everything from satellite antennas, receivers,
LNBs, and position controllers to fiber
optic broadband links, satellite links and
data links.
We offer the broadcast TV, cable TV, radio
and educational fields high quality equipment at down-to-earth prices.

But more than equipment, we otter xpertise.
We can examine your situation and lour budget,
and recommend exactly what you n ed. You save
both time and money by making the best possible
buying decision.
Call iDAWNco expert with your q estions by
simply dialing 800.1366.6969. U -e the same
number for our tree catalog, oi
find it all on the web at
www.DANINco.com.

Ph ( 248)391-9200 • Fax (248)391-9206 • www.DAWNco.com

DAWNco
Reasonable prices, priceless reasoning.
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SUPER BOWL
(continued from page 16)

"events," setting up autility mixer in the
Blade, and assigning the programmable
buttons on the console for talkback to the
TV truck, on-set talent and the Milford
studio (master control).
There are endless emails, conference
calls and other phone calls to coordinate
phone lines, Internet, T-ls, and making
sure our audio trailer is actually within a
reasonable distance from the set. There
are also CAD drawings we share with
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the TV audio truck, so we can be sure
we're all on the same page regarding
who provides what in terms of sources
and talkbacks. The TV truck is usually
located about a quarter mile from the
set, so there is aton of fiber between us.
A week before we arrive on location, we
pack up our two pallets of gear and get it
on its way to the destination.
WHAT WE'VE LEARNED
After five years of "The Dan Patrick
Show" pre-Super Bowl remotes, we've
picked up afew things:

Wheatstone 'Made processors,
center, and other gear.
•Pack everything as if it might be
dropped off the back of atruck.
•Cover the pallets of gear with tarps
and tons of shrink-wrap because
the final destination seems to
always have rain or snow.
•ALWAYS have a backup plan for
transmission because phone lines
and Internet are unpredictable —
that's if you can even get the ISDNs
to work at all, which, for us, was
only once in five years!
•Fly the cables no matter what! It's
not fun digging out after aweek of
rain, freezing rain and snow.
•Bring clothing for all weather. It

was sunny and warm in Indianapolis, and freezing and snowing in
Dallas. Who'd have thought? Then
there was the Polar Vortex in NYC.
We are hoping for some warmer
weather in Phoenix next year.
*Oh, and to have fun. After all, it's
radio!
Thanks to all the radio crew: Kat.
Alan, Paul and Dan-o.
Jim Hibbard is owner of Pacific
Mobile Recorders/Studio Builders, Sacramento, Calif., and DOE of radio for
"The Dan Patrick Radio Show." Contact him via jimestudiobuilders.com.

CONGRATULATIONS
Jeff Littlejohn
on receiving the

2014 NAB Radio Engineering
Achievement Award
From your friends at

iBiquity Digital

HD Radio@
Digital AM & FM
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Editor's Picks: Engineering Conferences
We point out some favorites while not taking ourselves too seriously
BY PAUL McLANE
Expect to hear the phrase "hybrid radio" a lot at the Broadcast Engineering
Conference of the NAB Show. Ditto for "all-digital AM," "IP," "AES67," "connected car," "NextRadio," "EAS" and "my feet hurt."
Radio World sifted through the agenda of radio-oriented sessions and identified the following as particularly promising. If you don't like our list, well, we're
sorry. (But you can see the full one at www.nabshow.com.)
In our March 12 issue, we previewed the Broadcast Management Conference.

YES, EVEN PUBLIC ENGINEERS
NEED INTERNET PROTOCOL
Public radio engineers will tell you
they like to stay ahead of the curve. So
it's probably not surprising that they
always meet before the NAB Show itself
gets going.
"Engineering in an Increasingly IP
Environment" is the theme of the 14th
Public Radio Engineering Conference,
Thursday and Friday, April 3-4.
NPR typically has a presence at

PREC, of course; this year Senior Director of Engineering Shawn Fox will give
an in-depth view of the network's new
headquarters, some photos of which
we've published in Radio World. Fox
will also talk later that day about disaster
recovery plans at PRSS and NPR and
about new concepts in master control.
Other NPR speakers on the agenda
include Distribution Deputy Director
of Quality Assurance and Functional
Design Laura Jensen; System Architect
David Julian Gray; Director of Technology Strategy Chris Nelson; and NPR

Snin

KEVIN GAGE DRIVES

PLAIN FRONT,

A HYBRID

W
•

GREAT BEHIND.
6

Labs' Director Rich Rarey and Senior
Technologist John Kean. These are
some pretty impressive titles; and if you
want to hang out with the network's tech
crowd, here's your chance to schmooze.
Several manufacturers will speak
about IP-related subjects. Our eye also
is caught by a dish heater project to
be described by Aaron Read of Rhode
Island Public Radio (only RW readers
would get excited about a dish heater
project); as well as atalk by Mark Persons discussing practical tips, and a
promised presentation by Shane Toven
of Wyoming Public Radio tantalizingly
titled "Test Equipment Playground."
Toven plans to bring test equipment
— an exciter, acouple of handheld spectrum analyzers, portable modulation
analyzer, oscilloscope, audio generator/
analyzer — and give practical demonstrations along with Mark Persons.
"The idea is to give younger engineers who may be more IT- than audioand RFsavvy achance to play around
with some tools that they might not otherwise have had achance to experience
yet," Toven told RW.
For info on PREC, visit www.apre.us.

On Sunday morning, Kevin Gage
again gives the keynote of the Broadcast
Engineering Conference. He's executive
vice president and chief technology officer of the NAB.
In last year's address, he said that
broadcasters, when considering tradi-

•

In between, the ARC Solo is packed with the features you've come to
expect from Burk. For uncomplicated remote control, there's nothing
else to buy. Even the new Recordable Speech Interface is built in.
WEB AND AUTOPILOT 2010 REAM

URK

TECHNOLOGY

,Aies@burk.com (978) 486-0086

ERI's Tom Silliman
Listens intently at the
keynote of BEC 2013.
Visit us at NAB Show Booth #C2030

IF YOU GO
What: 2014 NAB Show
Where: Las Vegas
Convention Center
When: April 5-10
Who: Media and entertainment attendees, " people
passionate about content"
How: www.nabshow.com
How Much: Packages vary
from S150 for a " session three
pack" to 51,349 for a " Smart
Pass," with various discounts
for one- day, government/
military and other types of
registration
tional strengths of radio like robustness, scalability and localism, we should
include mobility too.
"The audiences we serve are increasingly mobile, and they want their media
content along for the ride," he said then.
"Radio has long been a mobile service,
but we can make it even more pervasive
with its inclusion on more handheld
devices, and its expanded service to vehicles through hybrid radio techniques."
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N*BSHOW
Wiete Conterrit Comes to life

Presenters at the 2013 Public Radio
Engineering Conference gathered for
Radio World's camera. Robert Meuser,
Engineaux Inc.; Victoria St. John, Vermont
Public Radio; Don Dixon, Colorado Public
Radio; Tim Bealor, Broadcast Electronics
(rear); Richard Parker, Vermont Public
Radio; James Gray, St. Cloud State
University; Thomas Balistreri, EAA Radio
(rear); Steve Johnston, Wisconsin Public
Radio; David Antoine, WBGO(FM); Tony
Peterle, Worldcast Systems; Tim Warner,
Timothy L. Warner Inc.; Don Pettifor,
Crown Broadcast/IREC; and Shane Toven,
Wyoming Public Media.

Photos by Jim Peck

So you might be asking yourself, "Self,
what is hybrid digital radio, anyway?"
Well, the European Broadcasting Union
defines it as the combination of broadcast radio and broadband/IP technologies.
RadioDNS, on which RW has reported,
is an example; and you can see it on the
exhibit floor. Another is the NextRadio
app initiative pushed by Emmis Communications and others
in the United States to
create and encourage
enhanced FM listening
via smartphones.
So expect Gage to say
"hybrid radio" alot this
year. Indeed, his emphasis is likely to carry over
to show Monday, when
he moderates afeatured
three-hour session called
"Hybrid Radio: MakNAB's Kevin Gage
ing It Happen at Your
will keynote the
Station."
Broadcast EngiShow up for that and
neering Conferyou will hear from Paul
ence. " Hybrid
Brenner, senior vice
radio" is likely to
president and chief techbe among his
nology officer of Emmis,
discussion topics.
who we suspect will provide an update on NextRadio; as well as
from aperson who can bring acarmaker
perspective and talk about hybrid radio's
chances in the dashboard. That's Scott
Burnell, Ford Motor Co.'s global lead for
business development and partner management. (If the rental car company at
McCarran Airport gives him a Chevy,
will he refuse it?)

5622 Edgemoor Dr.
Houston, TX 77081 USA

Logitek

713.664.4470
Toll Free: 800.231.5870

Networked Colsole Systems

Fax: 713.664.4479
www.logitekaudio.com

Mosaic Digital Console

Performance for your most
demanding operators

THIS STUFF
IS COMPLICATED
When people bemoan the loss of
AM technical expertise in our industry,
they're comforted by the presence of Ron
Rackley — and beg him never to retire.
The engineering superstar, principal
of du Treil, Lundin & Rackley Inc.,
will delve Sunday into "Optimization of
Shared-Frequency AM Antenna Systems
Using Synergistic Filter Design."
He notes a trend toward transmitter site sharing by AM stations, driven
by economic constraints and the difficulties of developing new standalone
sites. According to a session summary,
these facilities need stringent filtering
so radiation patterns don't interact counterproductively, and to avoid creating
intermodulation products within the
transmitters.
Rackley says the interactions should
be studied through "whole-system" computer modeling, to account for filter,
matching network and tower array self
and mutual impedance characteristics,
taken together.
(continued on page 22)

New styling, new feat.' -es, same great Logitek performance
Logitek'E. updated Mosaic console is built to handle the rigorous demands of on-air, production or news mixing
for radio or television.
Powered by Logitek JetStream Audio Networking, the Mosaic offers the flexibility of AolP within astreamlined.
desktop-friendly design. Consoles are available in sizes ranging from 4to 24 faders. with 2different sizes of
meter bridges. Bright, easily read OLED screens are used throughout for source identification and confidence
metering; illuminated rotary controls and programmable backlighting for on/off and selector buttons allow
custom color- coding for operators and easy operation in any type of studio lighting.
An updated Softkey module incorporates dedicated pi ofanity controls and eight Quick- Select buttons for mix
changes, transmission switching, studio- switching and more; an optional Source Selector module adds five
more Quick-Select router controls.
Call today to schedule your demo of the Mosaic. or another of Logitek's digital consoles based on our exclusive
Dense Node IP Architecture.
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TECH SESSIONS

and Audio Stream Normalization." As
RW has reported, NPR Labs looked into
Internet streaming technology and concluded that irregularities in audio program loudness, from stream to stream,
as well as within astream, can have an
impact on listener satisfaction. There's a
Consumer Electronic Association group
working on this.

(continued from page 21)

COMMISSIONER PAI,
LOOK WHAT YOU STARTED
The Rackley session is part of a
series of Sunday talks about "AM Revitalization," a topic of industry discussion since Commissioner Ajit Pal made
his big pro-AM speech in the fall of
2012 and instantly turned thousands of
AM station owners into Republicans.
One of the provocative ideas that have
been floated is whether AM stations
could, or should, go "all-digital." Some
people break out in hives at that idea,
others salivate at the prospect of nice
wide AM channels on which to drive
their digital signals. The series includes
two presentations about this topic. Will
voices be raised in contention? (One can
hope; it makes for good copy.)
There's an update about NAB Labs'
testing of all-digital AM, with NAB
Senior Director of Advanced Engineering David Layer and Cumulus Media
Senior Vice President/Corporate Director of Engineering & IT Gary Kline;
and there is a talk about transmission
challenges and solutions for all-digital
AM IBOC from Brian Walker of Nautel.
The revitalization sessions also
include a discussion on how to use
new FCC AM proximity rules, by Ben
Dawson, president of Hatfield & Dawson Consulting Engineers — who is no
slouch himself when it comes to AM,
as witness the fact that he was honored
in 2006, along with the aforesaid Rackley, with the NAB Radio Engineering
Achievement Award.

"DIGIT" WOULD BE A
GOOD NAME FOR A DOG
The U.S. radio industry was not able
to move its revenue needle upwards last
year, according to new data from the
Radio Advertising Bureau. However, the
digital income piece is still increasing,
expected to surpass $ 1billion this year.
As you probably are aware, "digital

WAIT... MORE
HYBRID RADIO?
AM revitalization packed the room last year and is on the agenda again. Station
owner Andrew Skotdal posed aquestion for last year's panel, which included
Commissioner Ajit Pai.
revenue" can refer to alot of things; for
RAB, it means money brought in by
radio websites, Internet/Web streaming
and HD Radio including HD2 and HD3
channels. Regardless, engineers can bet
that their bosses want them to be on top
of discussions about anything digital.
So pay attention to "Advancements
in Digital Radio," aseries of presentations on Sunday. Moderating is Roswell
Clark, director of technical operations
for Cox Media Group's Tampa/Orlando
Radio operation.
We mentioned the NextRadio app.
While Paul Brenner is stumping around
the industry pitching that concept, his
Emmis Communications colleague
Benjamin Husmann has his hands
deeply into the app and how it interacts
with a radio station's infrastructure.
He'll discuss what engineers should
know about integrating metadata services into playout systems in "Integrating Data Services for Enhanced
Radio Broadcasting: NextRadio &
HD Radio."
Further, there's a talk by Jeff Detwelter of iBiquity Digital about how to
configure HD Radio offerings to maximize the consumer's experience. He'll
delve into audio quality, diversity delay
alignment, program service data and
related topics.
Dealing with another type of data,
Dan Mansergh of KQED Inc. will summarize recent NRSC guidelines to help
you get the most out of your RDS.
Reader emails to Radio World about
our own series of articles on this topic

The DPS-1001) raises the bar for broadcast RF power meters
with accurate, reliable TRUE RMS detection and industry leading
features and performance. Capable of measuring analog or digital
signals in transmission lines from Type N to 9" EIA the DP5-1000
also provides state of the art 3-strike VSWR protection and a
emv-rt
flexible set of user configurable alarms.
Setup and monitor the DPS-100D using
the easy browser based interface.
Monitor RF power, temperature, line
pressure and user defined general
purpose inputs with a web browser or
via SNMP.

www.broadcast-devices.com

Broadcast Devices, Inc
Phrmr, 914 737-5017 çalesPbroadcast devices corn

Visit us at NAB Show Booth #C2920

bdi

indicate strong ongoing interest (see
radioworld.comIrds).
Also, Jim Dalke of Dalke Broadcast Services will discuss "Coherent
Single-Frequency Networks for Optimizing FM Coverage."

AOIP IS A NOT A
FOUR-LETTER WORD
Working with audio over IP need not
make you cuss. "AoIP in the Broadcast
Plant" is the topic of another Sunday
set of talks (indeed, Sunday looks like a
busy day for engineers).
Attacking various technical angles
about audio over IP will be Keyur
Parikh, architect and software lead at
Harris Broadcast; Steve Dove of Wheatstone; and Andreas Hildebrand of ALC
NetworX. The latter will address the
new AES-67 standard for AolP interoperability. Find out why some manufacturers who don't like to talk to each
other are making products that like to
talk to each other.

"SON, TURN DOWN THAT
INTERNET RACKET!"
If you're looking for a twist to your
usual track of tech, consider a Monday grouping moderated by Jeff Littlejohn, Clear Channel Media and Entertainment's executive vice president of
engineering and systems integration,
on "Consumer Electronics Developments."
Speakers will delve into wireless AV
connectivity; enhanced content distribution; interoperability among media applications; and "Virtual Set-top Boxes."
Take particular note of a paper by
NPR Labs Senior Technologist John
Kean, whom we suspect of taking some
kind of techno-geek sports supplement,
based on how much written research
he's been cranking out lately.
Kean will talk about "ITU Loudness

Yep! Told ya!
On Monday afternoon, an unusual
workshop put on by NAB Labs will
discuss "Hybrid Radio: Making It
Happen at Your Station."
NAB Vice President of Technology
John Marino said this workshop "will
give radio managers an opportunity
to understand how radio broadcasting
combined with the Internet has the
potential to make the broadcast product even more appealing to listeners."
He said attendees also will learn why
carmakers are encouraging radio to
become more visual. He sees hybrid
radio as "one way to challenge services
such as Pandora with content tailored
specifically for local listeners."
It will be led by Kevin Gage, mentioned earlier, head of NAB Labs; the
focus of the talks will be on how to
implement hybrid radio at atypical station, and there will be an opportunity for
interaction with panelists. The goal is an
educational dialogue for non-technical
managers interested in new business
opportunities (so bring that boss who
pesters you about how the station can get
more involved in digital).

MEAT AND POTATO STUFF
Tuesday's agenda has aload of presentations all day about "Broadcast Facilities." You might not find the name sexy;
yet radio runs on such meat-and-potatoes
(unless you leave this food in the station
kitchen, where the engineering department will get at it).
One that jumps out is "Broadcast
Applications in the Unlicensed WiFi
Bands: It's Not as Bad as You Might
Think," by Steve Johnston and Kevin
Trueblood of Wisconsin Public Radio.
This has been an exciting area for some
stations to explore, as they look to
extend computer networks out to their
transmitter sites. The authors say doing
so has become cheaper and easier.

HE MIGHT BURST INTO SONG
M IN

id Pogue will speak at the Radio
(continued on page 44)

Broadcast Electronics • 4100 N24th Street Quincy, IL 62305
(217) 224-9600 • www.bdcast.com
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So Who Is Raising Digital Power?
Preview this session exploring FM HD IBOC power levels
BY ALAN JURISON
HD Radio stations are raising power levels; just how
many are doing so is the subject of atalk I'll give on
Sunday at the NAB Show.
In 2010, the Federal Communications Commission
adopted new technical rules to permit FM stations
voluntarily to increase hybrid digital power levels from
-20 dBc to -14 dBc for most stations, and set asystem
to allow some stations to achieve up to - 10 dBc.
Idid some extensive research and digging into FCC
records to find out how widely high-level power levels
have been adopted. Iknew from anecdotal evidence
talking to engineers across the country that stations
were increasing HD Radio power, but nobody could
quantify that. Ihad asked the FCC and iBiquity the
number of elevated HD power stations in operation, but
both entities only were able to provide apartial picture.
Isorted through some FCC records to try to get
some hard numbers on the increase. While the research
Idid does not offer the full count of increased stations,
the numbers available, Ithink, are encouraging and
show some significant progress. They were higher than
Ipersonally was expecting. There are approximately
365 stations running at some elevated digital power
level as of early February. The paper breaks the findings down further.
My presentation also has asecond part, exploring
results of field testing that I've done on behalf of

Clear Channel.
Over the last year and ahalf, Ihave driven thousands
of miles in various markets, monitoring and logging
the reception characteristics of elevated digital signals.
The stations Ihave had the opportunity to study in
depth have operated in the range between - 14 dBc to
-20 dBc. Ifocus on the differences of these two power
levels in the paper.
Ihad been unable to locate any extensive performance studies of the - 14 dBc power level, the most
common power level deployed. All of the studies that
were submitted on the record to the commission in the
2007-2008 timeframe were based on the full power
increase to - 10 dBc. The information in the paper
could very well be the first time data is shared publicly
on - 14 dBc performance. The tests covered in the paper
are in the New York and Los Angeles markets.
Also, some of our testing is more indicative of
"real-world" automotive testing. Iperformed measurements using OEM " in glass" automotive antennas and
Icompared the differences between standard quarter
wave antennas. This, too, has an impact on HD Radio
reception performance in the automotive environment.
Generally speaking, the " in glass" antennas do not
perform as well as other antenna designs. In the paper,
Icompare how these antennas perform at the - 14 dBc
and - 20 dBc power levels.
Most automotive manufacturers are including HD
Radio in many of their latest vehicles. Because of the
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This image shows HD Radio reception performance
of WHTZ(FM)'s digital signal, 20 dB below carrier,
via an OEM automotive antenna along 1-287 in
Westchester County, N.Y. Comparisons are made to
WLTW(FM)'s digital signal at - 14 dBc
increasing receiver base for HD Radio, and the growing importance of data delivery via HD Radio (Artist
Experience, traffic data, etc.), Ihope to add to the technical record of tangible benefits of elevated digital power.
The session is called "Field Observations of
Elevated FM HD IROC Power Levels." Radio World
will report on the detailed findings after the show.
Alan Jurison is a senior operations engineer for
Clear Channel Media + Entertainment's Engineering
and Systems Integration Group. He holds several
SHE certifications including CSRE. CBNE, AMD and
DR B. His opinions are not necessarily those of Clear
Channel or Radio World.
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SBE Celebrates 50th Anniversary

we've asked two frontline finance and
new media sales authorities, Scripps'
Paul Latham and Burkes Young, to
teach us how to best manage our engineering financial assets, and how to
construct our facilities and workflows
to accommodate the revenue shift to
newer digital media distribution.
This year's program focus is "Best
Practices." In this business, we are
blessed with professionals who are
known for examining the best and worst
in engineering methods. You no doubt
have read Mark Persons' and John

Ennes Educational Program coincides with more than NAB opening day
BY FRED BAUMGARTNER,
WITH JOHN L. PORAY
Author Fred Baumgartner, CPBE,
CBNT, is an Ennes trustee. John L.
Poray, CAE, is SBE executive director.
This NAB Show is a one-of-akind special edition for the Society
of Broadcast Engineers. The SBE will
celebrate the semicentennial of its dies
natalis, awonderfully fancy way of saying the Society of Broadcast Engineers
will have been born, to the minute, half
acentury prior to this year's Ennes program at NAB.

neering friends.
Immediately prior to the reception is
the spring SBE Membership meeting,
at 5:30 p.m. across the hall in S-225.
Members and guests are welcome to
attend that as well. There will be more
giveaways, including a $350 gift card
to Fry's Electronics, as well as member
recognitions and important updates on
the society.

THE ENNES PROGRAM
Every year we ask, "What is it that
broadcast engineers most need to
know?" We start each program with an
early-morning extended tutorial.
This year, we consider what we
broadcast engineers don't know about
finances and monetization in our new
digital media world — and how this
lack of knowledge can hurt us. Hence,

(continued on page 27)

Sending Audio to Multiple Sites?
SURESTREAM

With SureStream over Multicast
& Multiple Unicast, you can:
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• deliver Ti quality audio
1964-2014
I'm old enough and lucky enough
to have met more than a few of those
founding members over the years, and
I'm trying to imagine how the individuals attending that foundational meeting
would look upon the presence and progress the SBE has achieved in the 18,262
intervening days. I'm guessing they
would be both pleased and amazed. I'm
abit pleased and amazed myself; and as
abroadcast engineer, you should be also.
The 19th day-long installment of the
SBE's Ennes program will coincide with
the NAB Show's opening day, April 5
Attendance requires full NAB admission, which SBE members can purchase
at a discount. This Ennes program is
also the last day of the PBS Technology
Conference, and your registration for
TechCon is good for the day's Ennes
sessions. If you are in the PBS/NPR
fold, it is well worth it to attend TechCon
(the list of presentations and tracks can
be found at www.pbstechconference.orgl
home!) as well as the Ennes program.
The SBE is celebrating its 50th with a
special reception during the NAB Show.
Society members and guests are invited.
Be sure to reserve Tuesday, April 8from
6:30 to 9:30 p.m. in S-219 of the Las
Vegas Convention Center. There will
be beverages and "finger foods," and
the SBE will give away five $50 bills
to attendees. Come and reconnect with
several hundred of your broadcast engi-
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xDSL, Cable Modem etc.) and being used for amazing range of applications from STL to SSL and from syndicated content
distribution to remotes and contribution feeds. Find out more at www.surestream.ws
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Powerful Savings
ussales@worldcastsystems.com
T: 305 249 3110
www.worldcastsystems.com
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Smart Technology,
Even Smarter Value.
Reception Lets Hams Meet
Attendees share experiences and tricks of the trade

FI RSTPERSON
BY ROBERT R. KEGERREIS
In 2013, Inoticed an Amateur Radio
Operators Reception scheduled for
Wednesday, and several thoughts immediately entered my head:
There must be a lot of broadcast
engineers who are licensed hams. Maybe
now that I'm retired is agood time to get
my ticket.
With hopes of attending the reception,
fhad nine weeks to get aham license.
FROMPT FAILURE

Innovation has never been this affordable
All the qualities you have come to expect from the Industry Leader
Our 15/8" Aluminum Components offer
•Excellent electrical performance
•Light weight design
•Lower cost than traditional copper/brass components
When budgets are tight and deadlines even tighter,
go with the company that has been delivering
Quality and Value to the industry for over six decades.

Learn why so many broadcasters rely on MYAT.

1-201-684-0100

I

www.myat.com

Visit us at NAB Show Booth #C1711

It's amazing how much ham radio
has changed since I was a kid. Back
in the late '50s, Iused to listen to the
20- and 40-meter bands. Iamassed a
colorful collection of SWL-QSL cards,
and Iwould spend hours listening on my
old Zenith 6-S-229 and twist the tuning
knob just ahair left or right to isolate a
voice nestled between the squeaks and
squawks. Itweaked my long copper wire
antenna — making it longer, cutting it
shorter and stretching it between trees
higher or lower. Ihooked up a pair of
headphones, so Icould hear better when
signals would fade out. And Ilearned
much about radio technology just by listening to hams talk to each other.
That's when Ifirst thought Iwanted
to get aham license, and of course back
then, it began with the Novice class theory and five words per minute of Morse
Code. With retirement, ham radio now
has my attention once again.
I contacted ARRL via the Internet
and purchased the "Ham Radio License
Manual." Upon beginning to read about
"all you need to become an amateur radio
operator," Iimmediately learned that there
was no longer aNovice class license and

that Morse Code was no longer required
for the Technician or General Class licenses. Ibegan to skim the book and was
amazed at how much of the theory I
already knew (enough to be dangerous)
from high school and college physics.
Ifigured that this was pretty simple:
I'll take the test next week. So lwent to
the local ham club volunteers' examining
session, paid my 15 bucks and sat down.
Then I began reading the questions:
questions about third-party radio users,
single-sideband usage, safety rules and
RF power effects, ionosphere, repeaters
and frequency. I promptly failed — I
missed 10 questions. Which ones? The
examiners were not allowed to tell me.
I thought, maybe this ham license
stuff is not so easy after all. So Ireturned
home and really hit the books. Four
weeks later, Ipaid another $15 to take
the test again, with different questions.
Ipassed, and two weeks later, Ireceived
my license from the FCC and became a
new technician: KD8UDQ. Once Ihad
my Technician's license, Idecided to go
after my General before buying gear and
making that first CQ attempt.
I also rearranged my schedule for
NAB and added another day to attend
the Amateur Radio Operators Reception. Each year. the reception is sponsored by industry names, including Heil
Sound and BSW. My mission was to talk
with several hams and hopefully answer:
"What makes abroadcast engineer, who
spends 8-10 hours each workday in front
of atransmitter, go home and get back in
front of another transmitter?"

IV ON ARAM BAND
Wednesday evening Iheaded over to
Ballroom B of the LVH. A huge line of
people were standing or sitting in chairs
outside of the entrance. The reception
would not start kir about an hour, yet there
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(General) and WD6CZY (General-Extra),
respectively, were having lots of fun. Judy
and David are members of the Las Vegas
Radio Amateur Club (LVRAC), one of
the 47 amateur radio clubs active within
the greater Las Vegas area.
Judy and David enjoy amateur radio as
their hobby. Both have been using slowscan TV for some time and have experimented with transmitting different forms
of visual information. Judy and David
are also active in supporting community and state activities when their radio
hobby can be used for emergency and
enhanced communications. For example,
David assisted with radio communication
for the Baker to Vegas Challenge Cup
Relay in April. This race features 8,000 to
10,000 law enforcement officers running
a120-mile relay from Baker, Calif., to Las
Vegas over two days.

*1-fte rer?ptian reliabli draws
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in Person

RF BLACK MAGIC AND ELECTRONICS
Ialso met David Leyrer, atelevision
communications specialist with Vegas
PBS Channel 10. Ilearned that David
got his ham license in 2009 — K8HMF,
(General-Extra) — he's one of those
broadcast engineers who has RF running
through his veins.
He was chief engineer for many years
at Channel 62 in Detroit. He's been

were hams — hundreds of hams, from all
over the United States.
There were tables loaded with door
prizes, and every attendee was given
a raffle and a drink ticket. There were
also mountains of snacks. The evens was
televised on Ham Nation Webcast Live.
Although Ham Nation is an Internet television feed, "slow-scan TV hams," such as
Judy Moss and David Moss, WD6DCD

(continued on page 43)

SBE ANNIVERSARY
(continued from page 25)

Bisset's Radio World columns; all I
can say is that they are even better in
person.
Is your group or station involved in
advertising outside of the broadcast
world? Many broadcasters do outdoor,
print and specialty advertising, and
recently "Digital Out Of Home." The
digital signage industry has begun to
view broadcasters' interest as anatural extension of their core business and
assets. Even if you don't expand into
DOOH, the displays and players have
found their way into radio remotes and
station's public areas, with more likely
to follow. Diversified Media Group's
Tom Percich takes us through the
business of building DOOH systems
and in-station applications.
Ultimately, most of us are working
towards ratings. We do a lot to get
and keep listeners, and we do a lot
to make sure our signals are counted
in the right ways. How we get ratings
and what we do to facilitate them
is the subject of a presentation by
Paul Kempter of the Kempter Group.
This is definitely something broadcast

engineers must understand.
There are other interesting and
amusing pieces in the program, even
beyond SBE Executive Director John
Poray's stroll through the organization's archives. There are sessions featuring Jim Dalke speaking about his 5
kW, 500 kHz maritime CW station;
Shane O'Donoghue on the Empire
State Building's RF infrastructure
endeavor; and Michael Pettersen's
reminiscence on the occasion of the
75th anniversary of the Shure Model
55, the first unidirectional microphone using asingle dynamic element
— a microphone that is still being
made.
Broadcast engineering is an expansive field with alot of moving pieces.
The Ennes Educational Foundation
Trust and the SBE assemble this compact and educational day each year,
in addition to a series of programs
in a traveling "road show." The next
event will be held May 30 in El Paso,
Texas. If your chapter is interested in
hosting, or your company is interested
in presenting, contact Kristin Owens,
SBE's education director, at the SBE
national office. You'll also get to meet
Owens and the other members of the
SBE staff at the NAB Show.
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Manage your media seamlessly.

Visit us at NAB 2014
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The Intelligent Network News

...JUST AFEW OF THE
COOL MODERN THINGS
YOU'LL SEE AT NAB THIS YEAR...
designed and built in the USA

modernist-radio.com

phone 1.252.638-7000 Iwheatstone.com Isales@wheatstone.com
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This is aselection of exhibitors of
interest at the 2014 NAB Show.
Highlights are paid for by exhibitors;

Exhibit Hours

information is from the companies.

Monday, April 7: 9 a.m. — 6 p.m.

Check on-site program for changes

Tuesday, April 8: 9 a.m. — 6 p.m.

and full list. Booths preceded by Care

Wednesday, April 9: 9 a.m. — 6 p.m.

in the Central Hall, N is North Hall, SL

Thursday, April 10: 9 a.m. — 2 p.m.

is South Lower, SU is South Upper, OE
is Outdoor- Equipment, MR is Meeting
Room, L is Lobby.
25-Seven Systems

C3007

Established Products: Program Delay Manager,
Audio Time Manager, Precision Delay, Program
Length Manager
2wcom Systems GmbH
SU10202
Intro: 1. NEW** AIC — Multiformat AIC over
IP encoder/decoder — At NAB 2014 2wcom
will extend its audio-over-IP offering with
the new AIC, a19- inch unit that combines IP
encoder and decoder functions in one chassis. Supporting all current audio formats and
providing solid network streaming connections
(DDP, RTP, SIP/SDP) even under difficult conditions, the AIC is apowerful solution for inhouse distribution in broadcasting centers, with
multi- service infrastructure and centralized
administration. Also: 2. FlexNsert/FlexXtract
— DAB+ distribution via satellite — The
2wcom FlexNsert DAB+ Distribution Inserter
receives a DAB ETI data stream ( according
to EN 300799), converts the stream into a
standard MPEG2-TS signal and outputs it via
ASI or Ethernet transport stream interfaces.
The FlexXtract+ DAB+ Distribution Extractor
demodulates adata stream ( 2048 kbps) from
a DVB-S or DVB-S2 signal and converts the
data into a standard ETI-signal according
to EN 300799 or EDI-signal according to IS
102 693 to feed DAB or DAB+ transmitters.
Also: FMC01 — FM/MPX Codec — At NAB
2014, 2wcom is introducing the new FMC01,
a ground- breaking compact codec for high-

quality FM MPX contribution and distribution
via IP or El ( G.703). In an industry first,
the FMC01 can combine encoder and decoder
functions in the same unit, offering significant
infrastructure savings. Also: Single Frequency
Network System Solution — Assured SFN
synchronization with flexible modular configuration. 2wcom will debut a new solution
for SFN FM networks at NAB 2014 that
provides assured us- accurate synchronization for implementing FM SFN networks with
existing analogue transmission infrastructure.
Distribution can be by El, IP or satellite,
and any one of the feeds can be selected
for backup purposes without affecting the
synchronization. Adjustment of runtime differences, jitter, etc. is automatic.
Established Products: FlexDSR02+/FlexDSR04+
Werner Drews, Managing Director
Am Sophienhof 8
Flensburg, 24941 / Germany
+49 461-66283015
Email: wdrews@2wcom.com
Website: www.2wcom.com

305 Broadcast/Elenos
42NETMedia Ltd.

C457

management, billing and more are included in
our comprehensive and cost-effective automation
solution. Also: 42NET X- link Pro Audio IP codec
establishes connection with minimum latency to
entertain listeners in real time. Your solution for
avariety of applications, encoding and decoding,
multicasting. Also: 42NET NewMedia is the solution to manage content you would like to share
through the Internet, social media platforms,
generate newsletters, update RSS, RDS and on
other metadata automatically.
Acoustical Solutions Inc.
C3405
Intro: PolyPhon polyester acoustical panels offer
environmental advantages over traditional fiberglass sound absorption panels and are free of
formaldehyde, binding agents, odors and dust.
Also: Studio 54 cleanable wall panels reduce sound
intensity and reverberation as well as the leading
acoustical panel, but are wrapped in an easily
cleanable acoustical fabric, available in 13 muted
metallic colors.
AEO Broadcast International Inc.
C3027
Intro: AEO NetBox, AolP audio interfaces — We
present two interfaces for multichannel AolP under
the common name NetBox. The interfaces allow for
audio input and output system connectivity at locations where, for example, the installation doesn't
count on AolP networking capability. NetBox 32/8
AD features 32/8 input and 32/8 output channels,
mono or stereo, analog or digital. It also incorporates GPI/O. Suitable for central controls and link
dispatches, to increase or distribute the capacity of
TDM-bus matrices. Also: ConeXia intercom system
developed by AEO and KROMA Telecom becomes
a global audio solution; Systel IP4 and IP12, talk
show and multiconference systems are built around
a digital router and use lines from IP telephony
systems; Sonata is a high-end, four- band digital
audio processor.

N4322

Intro: 42NET Radio Automation System does
every radio production process: traffic management, newsroom, editing, scheduling, single and
multiple playout, royalty reporting, media asset

Air Comm Radio

C12346

Aldena Telecomunicazioni Sri.
C548
Intro: FM high- gain log- periodic antennas have
excellent electrical performance thanks to the
absence of side lobes, high gain and front-to- back
ratio. Custom directional azimuth pattern can be
performed for meet FCC requirements. Aldena solutions are used all over the world (USA, Italy, Mexico,
Brazil, Spain, Belgium, Algeria, Russia, Australia,
New Zealand, others). Also: New Aldena antennas
are available for DAB transmissions suitable for
medium-/high- power systems along with highperformance RF accessories (coaxial power splitters, fine matchers, RF monitor probes).
Altronic Research Inc.

C154

Ampegon
C447
Intro: The next generation of shortwave transmitters, with advances in the transmitter control system, motor drive tuning system and measurement
acquisition system. Also: Photovoltaic power plants
at transmitter sites — As a leading supplier of
radio transmission and antenna systems, Ampegon
opened anew business in green technologies. The
essential reduction of carbon dioxide emissions
is one of the greatest challenges of the future.
Ampegon developed aunique solution transferring
fallow land at transmitting stations and antenna
fields into photovoltaic power plants to produce
renewable energy at the consumer site.
Anton/Bauer Inc.

C6025

Arctic Palm Technology Inc.
C3031
Featured: Center Stage Live (CSRDS), CS Contest
Management, CS Copy Management, CS Call
Management, CS Social
Stu Buck, Product Development
11 Camelot Cres
London, N5V 3L4 / Canada
519-452-0002 ext. 201
877-752-0002
Fax: 519-451-3692
Email: sales@arcticpalm.com
Website: www.arcticpalm.com

Armstrong Transmitter Corp.

C2033

Arrakis Systems
C2324
Intro: Introducing the most powerful and flexible
radio automation system on the market. Digilink-HD
saves the user time and money, without compromise.
Whether you want to connect with eight or more
studios from asingle computer, or throw together
aquick, brilliant sounding voicetrack that gives you
adynamic live sound, Digilink-HD will give you the
power and flexibility you need. Also: ARC series
consoles were the first to introduce PC and Mac connectivity with its USB audio channel. They also led the
way with their use of the RJ-45 connection. Arrakis is
excited to introduce Bluetooth connectivity built into
the ARC- 10- blue series and ARC-15BP-blue. Also:
With asingle stereo mixing bus, the ARC-8broadcast
radio console is ideal for fast- paced live on air, production, Internet streaming and remote applications.
Also: The MARC 15 is afeature- laden, professional
analog console for on-air radio, production and news.
ARRL The National Association
for Amateur Radio

L1

Audioarts Engineering
C3112
Intro: Audioarts Engineering will debut new digital
audio consoles for radio and television.
AudioScience
C2024
New: Breakthrough series of PCI express sound
cards, the ASI6700 series. These professional adapters will provide mixing/routing, GPIO and eight stereo
channels of analog/digital audio, for the first time in
the smallest possible form factor, all on one card. In
addition AudioScience will exhibit our Hono AVB Mini
flagship product, currently in AVnu certification.
Audio-Technica U.S. Inc.
C1720
Intro: BP894 subminiature cardioid condenser headwom microphone offers the ultimate in low- profile,
high-performance audio. It features arotating capsule
housing with talk-side indicator for use on either ear
and perfect polar pattern placement The BP894 takes
headworn microphones to the next level, by allowing
the cardioid capsule to be aimed at the sound source.
The uniform pickup pattern provides excellent rejection of outside noise, with exceptional gain- beforefeedback when used with live sound systems and
stage monitors. Also: ATH-M50x professional monitor
headphones feature the coveted sonic signature of
the ATH-M50, but with detachable cables. Also: ATHM40x professional studio monitor headphones are
tuned flat for accurate audio monitoring across an
extended frequency range. Your studio experience is
enhanced with superior sound isolation and swiveling
earcups for convenient one- ear monitoring.
Avateq Corp.

SU11402

Intro: AV01020 ActiveCore RF Layer Monitoring
Receiver is an embedded RF layer monitoring

SANITIZED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

SOME WORDS SHOULD BE OBSCENE AND NOT HEARD
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Eventide Broadcast Delays are designed to keep profanity off
your air, and angry listeners, embarrassed advertisers, and
the FCC off your back. We invented the obscerity delay and
have a solution for stations large and small tha -.provides up
to 80 seconds of t
ie highest quality revenu aand licenseprotecting delay.
Our new HD compatible BD600, 24- bit delay, comes standard
with AES/EBU, and provides up to 80 seconds of memory —
twice as much as ther delays. There are fally adjustabl:e
Delay and Dump Linctions, and a Sneeze function whicih
"edits" audio entering the delay, allowing the ihc•st to sneeze,
cough, or make asnort comment without being heard on as.

RAMP TO
ZERO

reduction: Eventide's catch-up and catch- down system,
and an exclusive fast- entry- and- exit feature which allows
starting a broadcast with the delay alreacy built up to asafe
amount and ending it with a rapid reduction of delay.
For HD, the BD600 offers MicroPrecis on DelayTM mode
which allows up to 10 seconds of delay to be adjusted in
real time in 100 nanosecond ¡increments. This is useful for
synchronizing analog and digital signals while on-air, without
audible artifacts, to maintain a seamless user experience.
Whatever yot rsize, whatever your format, you can't expect
to protect the integrity of your air and the foundation of your
business without an Eventide Broadcast Delay in your rack.

The BD600 offers two different methods of delay buildup and

Eventide®
One Alsan VVar Little Ferry, NJ 0,643 te1.201.641.1200 www.Eventide.com
Eventide

IS

a registered trademark and MicroPrecision Delay is a trademark of Eientide Inc. ©2005 Eventide Inc

See us at NAB Booth C2917
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it can be integrated into any network and
NMS (Ranger). Two built-in audio streamers
allow users to access streamed audio through
Internet and check data/alarms from PCs,
tablets and smartphones. Also: Falcon FM Line
includes state-of-the-art audio processors.

Beat The Traffic
Belar Electronics Laboratory Inc.

SL15416
C2436

Intro: FMHD-1 FM HD Radio Monitor is astate-of-the-art HD Radio
monitor with the capability to simultaneously decode up to four
HD streams, monitor time and level alignment and support asym-

Axia Audio
C3007
Intro: Fusion Modular AolP Mixing Console is
packed with features and capabilities. Four
program busses and four auxiliary busses,
onboard ECI and voice dynamics, automatic
mix- minus, integrated Intercom capability.
Virtual Fader and Virtual Mixer (VMix) technology, with 16 five- channel VMixers, help extend
mixing capacity beyond physical fader count.
Beautiful and rugged: anodized metal work
surfaces feature rub- proof laser-etched markings and high- resolution OLED displays on each
fader. Also: Axia xSelector combines the routing
functions of an XV router control panel with the
audio outputs of an Axia xNode AolP interface.
In addition to analog, AES3 and headphone
outputs, xSelector features an analog and an
AES3 input, suitable for production or news
studios where operators create and consume
audio streams. Six convenient " radio buttons"
can be quickly programmed for access to
favorite sources.

4011

metric sidebands. Also: FMCS- 1all- in- one FM modulation monitor
provides acomplete monitoring solution for the various components of the FM Analog signal. The unit combines the features
and functions of afrequency agile RF amplifier, down converter,
FM demod, stereo demod, ROS decoder, SCA decoder and FFT
spectrum analyzer in one product.
Belden

N2513

Bext Corp.

C1727

Established Products: FM transmitters, exciters, translators, antennas. RF filters, RF combiners, radio STLs, RF accessories
Bittree Inc.
Broadcast Bionics

SU6521
C1205

Intro: PhoneBox & OASIS — PhoneBox software elegantly combines talk show call- in with asophisticated social media system
to provide the ultimate communications tool for your studio.
Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, Google+ are all integrated along with
professional tools such as Commotion and Audioboo. Innovative

Photo by ,wad

Myat's Bea Porta, right, discusses features of the company's N+1
switching matrix with Dan Barton from Alive Telecom.
receiver and signal analyzer for digital broadcasting. It supports all major digital TV and
radio broadcasting standards.

VolP lines. Ialso provides HD Voice quality (7
kHz/G.722) in addition to the standard G.711
telephone quality.

AVT Audio Video
lechnologies GmbH

Axel Technology
C3327
Intro: Wolf 2MS is an FM monitoring system
with two FM tuners, designed to receive up
to 64 channels. Each RF tuner performs a
complete analysis of RF, MPX, ROS, Audio and
RDS data dynamic services, featuring a FM
static or band- scan mode. Supporting SNMP,

C1546

Intro: Magic TH1 potsGo telephone hybrid a
one-channel telephone hybrid for POTS lines.
It is smart and simple; just connect it and start
the show. Also: Magic TH1 ipGo telephone
hybrid is a one- channel telephone hybrid for

Barix Technology
C1139
Intro: SoundScape helps businesses comprehensively manage audio distribution over IP
networks, offering acentralized management
portal and audio players at multiple locations. Users can manage, configure and group
SoundScape audio players, schedule content and monitor device status network-wide.
SoundScape supports live streams and stored
content playback over the same network, with
seamless switching between the two applications. Both options support targeted, locationbased advertising insertions that seamlessly
fade in and out of music programs. Also: Barix
IC Paging offers acomplete Intercom and paging/PA solution over IP networks.

features help you to stay on top of hot topics. Perfect for news and
talk shows for both radio and TV.
Broadcast Concepts Inc.

C547

Broadcast Devices

C2920

Broadcast Electronics

C2607

Intro: STXe 500 is a revolutionary design, with controller built
in and top-of-the- line audio specifications rivaling those of the
legendary BE FXi series of exciters. Standard is an updated GUI. If
your site has IP connectivity, you can access important parameters
on your laptop, tablet or smart phone any place, any time. The
STXe 500 ranges in power from 25W to 550W. Also: The FM 40T
(40kW analog FM or FM+HD radio) is the newest addition to the
TSeries line of tube transmitters. The FM 40T is the best value
per watt in high- power FM transmitters. Also: VPe XG is thirdgeneration HD architecture for use with the STXe Series of 60W
and 500W exciters/low-power transmitters. VPe XG is the easy,
cost-effective solution for increasing your HD power level from

si

u

—20 dB to —14 or — 10 dB and everything in between. It combines

U DI.

a new crest factor reduction scheme and real-time distortion

JJjJÏJ
4
15

pre- correction to yield higher transmitter efficiencies and output
power. Also: With the Audio Vault FleX mobile app, Audio Vault FleX

Furniture

users can interact with their system remotely in real time from
their mobile device.
Broadcast Software International

•Custom or Standard

mation

•Delivery & Installation
•Designed to fit your Budget

Voice: ( 610) 925-2785
Fax: ( 610) 925-2787
Studio Technology
529 Rosedale Rd. Suite 103
Ken iett Square. PA 19348

C2635

Established Products: Op-Xradio automation, Simian radio auto-

Broadcast Supply Worldwide

C1554

Broadcast Traffic Systems - BTS

N4339

Broadcasters General Store

C2920

Featured: Studio equipment — Axia console and routing systems,
furniture, mics, speakers, automation, acoustic treatments, cables,
meters, delays, time management, processing, telephone systems.
Remote broadcast equipment — Codecs, small mixers, headsets,
cables. RF equipment — Transmitters, coax cable, antennas,

e-mail: sales@studiotechnology.com

towers, tower lights, STL systems, audio processors, dummy

www.studiotechnology.com

loads. Livewire — The largest broadcast AolP system's team that
includes Telos, Omnia, Axia, Linear Acoustic, 25/Seven, Nautel, Op-X

Streaming Made Simple!
With Simian 2.2 Pro & Lite
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By Paul Anderson & David Bowman of KOUU
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Idaho Wireless Corp is
Idaho, and were the
managed radio group
evolves we evaluate
change, and streaming

a small market group in Pocatello,
only independently owned and
left in our market. As technology
the costs and benefits of each
was one of those projects.

Paul Anderson at KOUU in Pocatello, Idaho

When we changed the format January 1st on our 50,000 watt AM KOUU to Country Classics the response
was immediately positive, but our audience wanted to listen in their offices and on their smart phones. We
had considered streaming KOUU in the past, but the expense and complexity meant it was always aproject
that got pushed back to " later''.
In 2009 we installed our first Simian system, replacing a beloved but tired Scott Studios system. We were
ready for the benefits of aWindows based system that had more features, and we found that Simian is easy
to use, powerful, and installation was abreeze. Since then we've converted all of our stations tom Scott to
Simian.
Simian offers many options to set up streaming. Country KOUU audio streaming is being outsourced to a
third party ( Crystal Media Networks) using data provided by Simian. Using the Metadata tab in Program
options is where all the set up takes place. Crystal Media Networks required certain parameters to interface
with their streaming player. The majority of the setup is all contained in an . xml file.
To create an . xml file, use Notepad and type in the syntax for each parameter required by the streamer
(Syntax for Artist is < artist><I[CDATA[%ARTIST%]]></artist>). Simian support can help with this, or a
template is pictured in the Simian Pro Manual. In the case of KOUU, Artist, Title, Filename, Category, and
Length of each piece of audio was provided to Crystal Media Networks. This file becomes the Template File.
Some final setup is required. The
The IP Address corresponds to
computer needs to be networked
with information provided by the
information).

template file is loaded in the Metadata tab in Program Options in Simian.
the computer that will be accessed by the streaming software. This
to the on air Simian computer. The port and TCP/UDP address is set up
streaming company ( in the case of KOUU, Crystal Media provided this

All of the programming for KOUU is played by the Simian Pro system. In order to stream with more than one
source ( i.e. switching from local audio to network audio like a satellite receiver) Data Repeater- available
from BSI- can handle multiple metadata sources and destinations.
Our streaming project for KOUU was easier than we imagined. The support team from BSI and the streaming features of Simian made it simple.
Paul Anderson is the General Manager of KOUU, KZBQ and KORR. Davic' Bowman is. the Operations Manager. KOUU uses
Simian Pro, though the metadata output features of Simian Pro are also available in Simian Lite. Simian Pro & LLte contair built
in metadata output templates for Windows Media Encoder, ShoWCast, IceCast, SAM Cast, 1..ve365, Orban Optimod. and
Omnia A/XE. Metadata output in Simian Pro & Lite is template based, so most stream encoders not listed are compatible.

Fo -More Information Call

1- 888- BSI- USA- 1

Email: salesgbsiusa.cum - Web: www.bsiusa.com
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Automation, ASI, Sound4, plus many more. Also:
Products from BDI, Andrew, ERI, Proteus, Audemat.

Canare
C10848
Established Products: L-4E6S, BCJ-XJ-TRC

BroadView Software
N3130
Established Products: BroadView's information
management solutions for broadcast operators provide comprehensive tools for programming, traffic,
sales, OnDemand, satellite and cable. Expertise in
workflow, content and media management maximizes value and productivity.

Civolution
Clark Wire & Cable

lary and the ability to record custom phrases. Also:
ARC Solo offers the power of the ARC Plus with the
simplicity of the ARC 16 in asingle package. Standard
features include RSI speech interface for dial irVdial
out control, as well as IP interface for computer and
smarlphone control. Buift-in I/O includes 16 metering,
16 status and 16 relays. ARC Solo includes everything
you need for uncomplicated remote control. Also:

Buril Software Inc.

C2035

BW Broadcast Ltd.
C1336
Established Products: V2 FM transmitter, FM receiver, audio processors, RDS encoder

C8315

Clear Channel Satellite
SU10802
Intro: Romantis UHP VSAT Platform is a highthroughput, compact VSAT platform. Also: XtremeSat
Media revolutionizes audio delivery for broadcasters
with features like MC digital audio, efficient bandwidth usage and spot insertions. The DVB-S/S2
capable system allows economical expansion from
SCPC to MCPC, fleet management and DVR-like
capabilities. Internal storage and lcecast streaming protects your content during asatellite outage

Burk Technology
C2030
Intro: The popular ARC Plus Touch Remote Control
System is shipping with Version 5 hardware and
firmware. New is the RSI Recordable Speech Interface
option, replacing the familiar ESI. The RSI provides telephone control, including abroadcast specific vocabu-

New Recordable Speech Interface provides telephone
control for the ARC Plus Touch. RSI features adigitally recorded voice with broadcast specific vocabulary.
Additionally, users can record words or short phrases
to customize messages for their specific requirements.
The new ARC Solo includes RSI as astandard feature.

SU3224

and sends notifications via SNMP traps. The GUI
interface gives engineers the status of the tuner's
audio levels and logs. Also: X- Digital Systems is
now used on Ku Band. Affiliates can do time shift
playback, receiver health checkups and set up
schedules within the receiver on Ku Band. Clear
Channel Satellite is the first to put XDS on AMC- 1,
Ku Band, giving networks the ability to control their
own receivers, set up store and forward and perform copy split spot insertion.
Clear-Corn

C8008

Coaxial Dynamics

C1114

Comrex
C2221
New:The telecommunications infrastructure has
been going through a massive transformation
as IP-based technology continues to supplant

traditional circuit- switched data services by
providing greater efficiency and lower costs for
consumers. Several new technologies stand
ready to even further revolutionize the way
people communicate across the globe.
Comrex has always strived to leverage new and
future solutions for the benefit of broadcasters
to allow them to provide creative and interesting content. NAB attendees are invited to visit
Comrex and " step behind the velvet rope" for a
special technology preview to learn about some
of these transformational technologies and other
new Comrex developments.
New this show, the PILOT IP streaming server is
adedicated streaming appliance designed with
hardened Linux based hardware and software
and no moving parts ... not even afan. It provides AES3 and analog balanced inputs, special
audio processing options enhanced for streaming and is configured through an intuitive Webbased interface that provides audio metering
and status to any computer. P1 LOT can deliver
your source stream to any Shoutcast/Icecastbased streaming server, and given enough
bandwidth, can deliver 100 streams directly to
listeners. Listeners connecting to your audio
stream have achoice of formats, either HE-MC
or MP3 because PILOT is capable of dual mode
encoding. P1 LOT is a compact unit occupying
1/2 Uof rack space, at very low cost.
Established Products: Access IP audio codec,
LiveShot IP video codec, BRIC Link IP audio
code, and the STAC VIP VolP caller management system.
Chris Crump, Sr. Director of Sales & Mktg.
19 Pine Rd.
Devens, MA 01434-5068
978-784-1776
Email: chris@comrex.com
Website: www.comrex.com

"How many ways can you bend pipe?"
Well, at Shively, we keep finding new ones.
For over 50 years Shively
lás designed and
manufacturej loclucts
to work flawlessly;
year after year,
at any site, under
any conditions, and
for any power level. They

Corn-Tech Italia SpA

C1754

Continental Electronics Corp.
C2017
Established Products: 816 Series analog FM and HD
Radio transmitters, 802 Series analog FM and HD
Radio exciters, shortwave and DRM transmitter systems and high- power scientific application systems.
CPI
Crown Broadcast IREC
Dalet Digital Media Systems

forgettable:
staying out of sight,
and out of mind;
off your to-do list,
nd off your budget.

Come see what's new with us!
NAB - Central Hallq i< 624

Shively Labe
If

1,34xxatone. b

Ontigton Mane 04009 USA

-An Employee-Owned Company since 1995 Or

Call TollFree (
888) SHIVELY
the Web al www.shively.com

visit us on

DAVID Systems
DAWNco

C7940
SU3002

Intro: LNB for satellite, HD ready -± 5 kHz stability
Cand Ku Band LNBs, recommended by major
networks for use with HD satellite receivers. The
stability rating results in interference-free reception,
even when temps at the dish site range from very
cold to extremely hot. Also: DAWNflex signal cable
to improve signal quality on satellite downlink,
by reducing loss on signal cable run from dish to
building. Flexible coax passes signals up to 3GHz,
including satellite LBand. The cable is flooded for
direct burial, quad shielded for protection from
signal ingress, flexible 2.5 inch bending radius, with
.61 inch overall diameter. New DAWNflex can cut
signal path loss in half.
DaySequerra
N3839
Intro: The M4DDC diversity delay control is a1- RU,
standalone AM- FM solution and runs DaySequerra's
new proprietary TimeLock algorithm to automatically maintain time alignment of the HD Radio MPS
and HD- 1 audio streams. Get email alerts direct
from your M4DDC for loss of TimeLock, Level- Lock
(optional), program audio, carrier or OFDM HD Radio
Lock. Also, the M4.2S TimeLock, our analog AM/
FM and HD Radio AM/FM tuner, receives the off-air
broadcast, measures the timing difference between
the MPS and HD- 1streams. Out- of- tolerance conditions can be reported via email and its built-in Web
server using any browser on your network. The
M2HOSP AM/FM modulation monitor has abuilt-in
web server that displays Artist Experience album
art, station logo and advertisers' branding.
DB Elettronica Telecomunicazioni

SU5302

SL2725

Delta Meccanica Srl.
C549
Intro: Keep an eye on power in dual antenna systems with our monitor. External power detectors can
read forward and reflected power of two antennas
at the same time. The detectors are able to correctly
read the RMS power of multiple channels simultaneously present in antenna. The visualization takes

C1120

place on two displays in order to better understand
the status of the two antennas.

C1107
C444

strive to be absolutely
Dan Dugan Sound Design

advanced features in a compact, low-cost package. Also, a remote control interface for Inovonics
610 Internet Radio Monitor, the first direct- connect
interface between Davicom and Inovonics products.
Thanks to the Davicom's built-in SNMP manager
and to the 610's SNMP agent, the interface allows
one-cable interconnection. The interface consists of a
Cat- 5cable, aDV configuration file that can be downloaded into any Davicom Mini or Davicom 208/216
unit and aDavLink Workspace file for the PC.

Intro: Dugan-VN16 16- channel automatic mixing
controller plugs into aslot on selected Avid digital
mixers and patches into the mic channel insert
points. It detects which mics are being used and
makes fast, transparent crossfades. It may be configured with 16 automixing channels or eight automixing channels and eight channels of ADAT I/O,
and may be linked with up to seven other Dugans
to expand the number of microphones. The Waves
Dugan Automixer is a software version of Dugan
Speech System Automatic Mixing Controllers for
Waves MultiRack Native and MultiRack SoundGrid

DEVA Broadcast
C1324
Intro: DB6000 FM and digital radio audio processor;
Radio Explorer II mobile FM radio analyzer and coverage survey tool; SmartGen 6.0 UECP-compatible
RDS/RBDS encoder with LAN, USB and RS- 232 connectivity; D89009-RX second-generation advanced
IP audio decoder and DB9009-TX second- generation multi- protocol audio over IP encoder.
Dialight Corp.

C1133

systems. The software manages the gains of multiple microphones in real time to create fast,

Dielectric

C1707

transparent cross-fades. It reduces feedback, studio
noise and comb filtering from adjacent mics.

Digigram
C2849
Intro: lqoya Serv/Link is aversatile, robust multichannel IP audio codec dedicated to STLs, SSLs,
Web radio delivery to CON and audio program
delivery to DVB operators. Providing up to 32 stereo
channels in 1U, it offers several I/O configurations:
analog, AES/EBU, MADI, Livewire, Ravenna. Link and

Davicom
C1111
Intro: Our FM Broadcast Monitor receiver (FMBM-2)
adds MPX input and output capability and optional
AES-EBU digital outputs to the FMBM-1. It offers

Journalist Mana Carrasco

<,Accass>
2USB

We know that remotes generate revenue ard can help boost ratings. But as
broadcasters, we also se -ve the public trust. VVhen called to that higher du:y, such
as going live from adisaster zone or breaking news location, the ACCESS 2USB
BRIC IP Audio Codec delivers the clearest, most reliable connections.
With the touch of one button, your remote talent will be connected to the sbdio via
available 3G, 4G, VViFi, BGAN or POTS/PSTN ietworks. They'll sound as ithey're
in be booth with you due to high quali:y AAC audio alogrithms and signal reliability
only Comrex BRIC technolDgy can provide. Add the optional 5-channel expansion
mixer for panel broadcasts
Contact your Comrex dealer for more infomation.

19 Pine Road

Devens, MA 01434 'wwe.comrex.com

0 11111\1\/1111111EY
BROADCAST RELIABLE

info@ccenrex.com

1800 237 1776

1978

84 1776
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Link/LE are the reference stereo IP audio codecs for
SIL and SSL links. Call and Call/LE audio over IP
codecs enable low latency and reliable IP audio contribution links. These codecs belong to Digigram's
Mobile Solutions, which bring professional quality to
full- duplex connections between aremote site and
astudio. Also: LX- 1P Ravenna is Digigram's flagship
AES67 audio over IP soundcard.
Digital Alert Systems

N4812

Intro: DASEOC new " M" series of EAS/CAP decoders
and encoders are FCC-certified and FEMA IPAWSconformant devices capable of simultaneously providing all four EAS and CAP functions: CAP message
origination, FAS encoding, CAP monitoring and FAS
decoding. Simultaneous alert origination to both FAS
and CAP servers avoids message duplication, and
the single- unit, single- interface approach assures
that emergency managers won't need to purchase
separate and disparate systems. Also: MultiStation
software with multilingual text-to- speech.
Digital JukeBox

Also: ¡
Phone Streaming App, new for NAB, allows
user selection of any radio station stream in the
network. New interactive listener features to be
announced at NAB.
Established Products: DJB-I1 radio automation,
Radio Spider-II automated download software,
Button Box hot button audio player, STLware SIL
point to point software, ¡ Phone Player App, Android
Player App, DJB-Logger 1-8-channel logger
Mr. Ron Paley, President
3651 Lindell Rd.
Las Vegas, NV 89103
702-487-3336 ext. 1
702-487-3336 x406
Email: sales@digitaljukebox.com
Website: www.digitaljukebox.com

DoubleRadius Inc.

C1844

DPA Microphones

C3333

Eartec Co.

C7237

C3017

Intro: DJB-Logger-Advanced — Logs up to eight
live streams and/or analog, digital audio signals
any combination, user selectable. Per-channel

Hank Landsberg, right, answers questions about the Henry Sports Pod mic
and headphone controller for remotes from Richard Burden.

Elenos
C457
Intro: Low- and medium- power FM transmitter
2U Line — Available with eight power levels (20,

silence sensors email or give acontact closure
to warn of NO AUDIO. Records in a variety of
sample rates in MP3, MP2, WAV, M4a, Ogg,
WMA any channel, any combination. Also: Button
Broadcaster Pro low-cost automation software

ENCO Systems Inc.
C1307
Intro: iDAD — Remote control your DAD system
from an iPad just like you were in the studio! Record
voice tracks, make playlist changes, control playout
and more with the new DAD Remote app for iPad.
Also: DAD v14, acomplete aLdio playout, automation and control system for radio. From fully manual,

100, 150, 300, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000 watts),
these transmitter are elegant, compact and reliable. Also: ETG 5000 FM transmitter Indium series
— 5kW unit with audio MPX input, mono, stereo,
AES EBU, IC IS card, OLED display, GSM telemetry, Web browser, SNMP agent. Latest RF LDMOS
devices and planar technology. 3AC/DC with PFC
and protections. Six cooling fans. Electrical efficiency is 70 percent, installation and maintenance
quick and easy. 4U dimensions, weight 84 pounds.

with Drag n' Drop audio database, 10-stack
player, hot button palettes, auto segue, auto pick,
scheduler & as- run log. Plays audio in avariety of
sample rates in MP3, MP2, WAV, M4a, Ogg, WMA
any channel, any combination overlapped on a
single stereo audio card. Also: Radio Spider- II,
the Radio World 2013 " Cool Stuff" Award Winner,
is adding full DropBox support, Scott Chunk

to live assist, to fully automated, DAD's updated,
intuitive user interface allows stations to create
better sounding radio with ease. Manage your audio
content and metadata from anywhere with that latest Web tools and remote voice tracking available in
DADv14. The DAD suite now , ncludes bidirectional
communication with rnusic scheduling and traffic
systems as well as hardware manufacturers.

Also: ET10000 solid-state FM transmitter features
ICEFET, which ensures low temperatures, reduces
consumption and extends product life; fast hardware protection and software algorithms control
parameters. Ultra compact size, just one cabinet.

audio header support for SS32 audio, other file
tagging, and will also be Google Drive compatible. Also: DJB-Radio Central Server automation
software focuses on small- mid market radio.
Larger audio database, " record once play many
audio" for clusters, in log schedule aWeb link or
play audio on demand, local weather to your ZIP
code, expanded meta data for Web streaming.

ERI - Electronics Research Inc.
C2612
Established Products: SHPX Series Rototiller circularly polanzed FM antenna, 1180 Series FM panel
antenna, 738 Series all- pass diplexer for highefficiency anaiog/IBOC combining.

Also: E- Box SNMP remote control system with Web
interface and SNMP agent.
Emmis Communications

C1054

Digital Audio Distribution Done Right

2Netwed

N

ESE
C7406
Intro:The ES- 971 is afour-digit display featuring
7-inch-hrgh red LED displays in a wall- mount
enclosure. It accepts ESE, SMPTE LTC, EBU or
RS-232C ASCII timecode. The ES-971 automatically determines which code is received.
If receiving ESE Time Code from a timer, the
unit will display minutes, seconds. The ES-971/
NIP- C offers the unit the ability to read NIP
and/or receive Power over Ethernet (PoE). Both
units also offer optional blue or green LEDs.
Also: The ES- 289E provides apractical method
of putting accurate time information onto a
network by reading ESE or SMPTE/EBU timecodes. The NIP output is provided on a10/100
Base-TEthernet connector. Avoltage-controlled
temperature-compensated crystal oscillator is
used to maintain the accuracy of the time code
outputs when lock is lost. The ES-289E is an
IPv4/1Pv6-compatible NIP Time Server. NIP clients can authenticate the NIP server with MD5
or SHA1 Symmetric Key Authentication. Also:
The HD-491/SD is an HD and SD SDI timecode
decoder/generator. The HD-491/SD accepts an
SDI signal. decodes the RP- 188 or D-VITC and
produces either a SMPTE or EBU LTC output.
Simultaneously, the inn produces an ESE time
code output that can be used to drive new or
existing clock systems. The HD-491/SD can also
be used as atranslator/timecode converter (for
shuttle speed applications) or can be jammed
and used as agenerator (real-time applications).
Established Products: Master clocks, remote
clock disolays, NIP products, frequency standard, SMPTE/EBU timecode, timecode converters, digital clocks/timers, distribution amplifiers,
video and audio products, time control systems.
Mr. Bill Rajaniemi, Sales
142 Sierra St.
El Segundo, CA 90245
310-322-2136
Fax: 310-322-8127
Email: ese@ese-web.com

•Re- clocking Dual 1X6 AES Distribution Amp
•32-192 kHz with < 300 picosecond Jitter
•Built-in SRC, Input EQ and EXT SYNC
•Webserver Remote and Email Alerts

Website: www.ese-web.com
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and Warning Systems (IPAWS)

C2047

Flash Technology
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Fraunhofer IIS
GatesAir (see Harris Broadcast)

SU6117
N609

Genelec Oy
C1451
Intro:The Genelec 8251 is the latest member in the
Smart Active Monitor family, taking the line to five
products covering arange of applications. The 8251
provides its user with neutral sound reproduction
and durability. The 8010 is the smallest member of
Genelec's analog 8000 series monitor family and
features low frequency as well as SPL capacity.
Gepco/General Cable
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C7708

Glensound
C1131
Intro: International launch of the Glensound CUB, a
two- input, two-output digital mixer with USB interface
to smart devices such as the iPhone. This is aportable
unit and allows full interfacing for mic/line inputs and
two sets of headphones. IP codecs such as Luci Live
can then be used, or any of the available recording
apps. Also:Glensound launches anew Dante-compatible commentary/announcers box. The (as yet untitled)
unit will enable interfacing for acommentator to any
Dante compatible router, console, or intercom.
Gorman Redlich
C1125
Intro: The CAP-DEC1 CAP converter connects to any
manufacturer's EAS equipment. The CAP- DEC 1translates CAP alerts into EAS headers and analog audio
that is connected into an EAS unit Keeping EAS logs
required by the FCC on the CAP-DEC1 eliminates the
need for aprinter connected to the EAS units. Logs
are stored by the week for convenient access. Also:
The CRW-S NOM weather receiver is sensitive and
selective for National Weather Service transmissions.

It is equipped with SAME decoding and digital tone
decoding that processes the 1050 Hz signal tone for
automatic audible and visual alarm signals in the event
of emergency situations. Model CRW-S has rear terminals for remote control and (F) connector for antenna.
Harris Broadcast
N609, N2503
Intro: We are now GatesAir and Imagine Communications. Selenio MCP1 media convergence platform
fuels operational efficiencies for broadcasters and
media organizations that want the comprehensive
on- air and signal transport capabilities of Selenio
in a smaller, cost-efficient package. Retains the
vision of Selenio by addressing how IP interconnects to legacy audio and video applications, but
simplifies ongoing use and real estate challenges
for less labor-intensive operations with acompact
1RU package. Also: High- efficiency, broadband DAB
transmitters featuring PowerSmart 3D architecture,
which elevates the PowerSmart technology at the
core of the company's digital radio transmission
solutions to deliver operational efficiencies and
green transmission benefits to broadcasters.
HD Radio

IBC

Independent Audio Inc.
Imagine Communications
(see Harris Broadcast)

C3139

CN25133

N6118

Inovonics Inc.
C2330
Intro: Aaron 650 FM rebroadcast receiver is an
FM rebroadcast/translator receiver built to handle
the most challenging reception scenarios. Offering
sensitivity and selectivity better than most elite
professional or consumer receivers, it combines
premium features with outstanding receiver performance. Aaron operates in either a composite
pass-through or composite- regeneration mode.
Composite pass-through eliminates retransmission
delay (latency). Composite- regeneration lends the
ability to reconstruct the baseband signal, even
altering RDS messaging prior to rebroadcast. Also:
Aaron 640 provides many of the features of its big
brother but at a budget-friendly price point. The

C654

sensitive and selective front end of the Aaron 640
digitally decodes the entire analog baseband for

C151

Henry Engineering
C2133
Intro: The Sports Pod system integrates everything
you need for remote broadcasts: mic control, headphone mixing and volume, duplex talkback and
remote mic control. Use any combination of Sports
Pods, Talent Pods and MiniPods with aMultiPhones
Master II unit for flexibility and ease of setup.
IABM

IEEE Broadcast Technology Society
128
Intro: The society is offering show attendees a
50 percent discount on IEEE membership plus an
additional discounted price of $7.50 to join BTS.
IEEE membership includes attendance to local
events and activities, discounted membership to
individual societies, and educational opportunities
including conferences and presentations. Members
receive the latest industry news from IEEE, IEEE
Spectrum, IEEE Standards News and The Institute.
Also: Attendees will receive adiscounted price to
attend the Annual Broadcast Symposium, one of the
world's premiere technical conferences on broadcasting technology, this year in San Antonio.

rebroadcast. Also: INOmini 402 RDS sign driver/
receiver is asmall form-factor RDS/RBDS message
sign driver. It tunes the FM band, taking astation's
"Now Playing" text and sends it to avariety of largeformat scrolling LED/marquee signs. This provides
for continuous RDS display of " Now Playing" messaging in station studios, control rooms and external
billboards.
International Datacasting
SU3710
Intro: Star Pro Audio Generation 2 (62) receiver
increases ad revenues by offering ad insertion for
regionalized and localized campaigns — plus it
reduces costs by lowering the cost- per-channel
and using less bandwidth. Star G2 is aprofessional
DVB-S/S2 audio receiver with integrated advertisement and content play-out system, offering live
professional audio decoding and file play-out. The
Star Two 62 is supplied with two audio decoders
while the Star Four G2 is supplied with four. Also:
Star Pro Audio receiver is a professional satellite
receiver designed for radio distribution applications.
International Tower Lighting

iZotope Inc.
SL9308
Intro: iZotope Insight Essential Metering Suite is a
metering suite for post- production and broadcast
applications. Insight provides audio analysis and
metering tools for visualizing changes made during
mixing and mastering, troubleshooting problematic mixes and ensuring compliance with broadcast loudness standards. Also: iZotope Nectar 2
Production Suite provides tools designed for voice.
Tools include modeled plate reverb, harmonic saturation and awealth of creative effects. Other tools
allow for staying in tune and removing distracting

1
0004Radio Stations and growing

WO Automation for Radio
• Centralized content creation
• Centralized playlist creation and editing
• Multi- market voice tracking with multi- station and multicasting capabilities
• Seamless integration with WO Traffic for live log editing

WIDEORBIT
DRIVING THE BUSINESS OF ADVERTISING

• Enhanced integration with MusicMaster
• Remote Management

To learn more or schedule ademo, go to: www.wideorbit.com/1000

Questions? Please Contact: Jim Hammond - Director of Sales, Radio Automation
Office: + 1.214.451.4070 IMobile: + 1.469.744.1350 Ijhammond@wideorbit.com

C1249

VISIT US AT 2014 NAB SHOW
BOOTHS N5129 & N5829
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breaths without tedious, time-consuming editing.
Users can transform a single vocal take into a
dynamic, harmonized ensemble.
Jampro Antennas Inc.
C2617
Intro: Java broadband log periodic FM Band II antenna is for high-gain directional applications, and
is available on any standard FM channel (87.5 to
107.9 MHz). Java is produced from either rugged aluminum or hot- dipped galvanized steel for
extreme conditions/environments. Custom directional
azimuth pattern and FCC certification is available on
afull-scale test range to conform to the customer's
requirements. Also: JCPB broadband FM side- mount
antenna is a broadband version of the Jampro
Penetrator. It is available with radomes for durability.
JK Audio
C3249
Intro: AutoHybrid IP2 VolP/AolP codec functions as

voiceover artists. The multifeature creative toolset
includes Dynamic EO for consistent and repeatable
spectral balance, de-esser, dynamics with compressor and expander, leveler for voice applications,
voiceover functionality and a Web interface for
set-up, configuration and presets. There's astatus
display on the front panel.
C10839

KAE Corp.
Kathrein Inc., Scala Division
Killer Tracks

C1149
SL7616

Kintronic Labs
C3034
Established Products: AM directional antenna system, FM patch panels, KinStar antenna, FM translator isocoils

atwo-line voice over IP hybrid, providing all of the
features of aphone line hybrid including call control,

KLZ Innovations Ltd.

C2127

auto-answer, and conference. VolP line set-up and
advanced call control features provided through
the internal Web server. Send and receive linelevel audio provided through rear panel XLR jacks.
AutoHybrid IP2 also functions as an audio over IP
(AolP) codec, streaming wideband stereo audio.
Established Products: RemoteMix series broadcast field mixers, Innkeeper series digital hybrids,
Concierge talk show system, BluePack and
BlueDriver Bluetooth interview tools, Broadcast Host
and Innkeeper PBX desktop digital hybrids

K-Tek

C1736

Jünger Audio
C2134
Intro: D'AP4 VAP Edition is a two- channel voice
audio processor. It allows for creating, maintaining
and controlling audio quality for presenters and

Lawo North America Corp.
C1311
Intro: mc 256 mixing console integrates the new mc 2
AutoMix feature. AutoMix automatically adjusts the
levels of active and inactive microphones, while
keeping a constant ambient level, afeature useful for talk shows and panel discussions. AutoMix
minimizes background noise and crosstalk and thus
provides for a reduced coloration. Truncated sentences and late fade-ins are now things of the past.
Also: Lawo Plug-in Server has been redesigned
provides significantly more performance and operational safety for Lawo plug- ins. It has improved
graphics, enabling it to display complicated 3D
graphics via its remote desktop. The plug-in server

With all the ti?ings you ha

Anthony Battaglia of Richardson Electronics holds an Eimac 4CX15000A
FM transmitter tube.
cornes with an integrated UPS. Also: Lawo equipment is supports Ravenna networking technology
for the real-time distribution of media content in
IP-based network environments.
Lectrosonics Inc.

Logitek Electronic Systems
C2026
Intro.-JetStream Plus is a 240-channel AolP audio
node that offers high-density, user-configurable VO
with ample support for multiple rack rooms arid TOC,s.
Fifteen card slots are provided for analog input, digital
inputs, analog outputs, digital outputs, SDI inputs and
microphone preamps. My size Logitek digital console
(Pilot, ROC, Mosaic, Artisan or vMix+) may be operated
with the JetStream Plus and multiple consoles may
be connected to asingle unit VMix+ combines all of
Logitek's virtual clients into acustomizable, easy-touse software package. VMix+ can take the place of or
run in parallel with aphysical mixing console or router
control panels, and can provide more metering space
than is available via astandard bridge. Features include
individual faders for simple operation of a single
source; router control " buttons;" single or multiple VU
meters; and any desired user graphics or text.
Magnum Towers Inc.

EAS/CAP chane needn
Face it, you've got plenty of balls in the air, so let's take EAS/CAP compliance out
of play with Digital Alert Systems — DASDEC''' fully integrated EAS/CAP systems
starting at just $ 1995.
Low- Power or Full- Power --- When you're looking to comply, expand,
or streamline you need acompany with
the products and the people to make
DASLC Only $ 1995
things easier and there's no better
partner then Digital Alert Systems.

AA Digital Alert

A

Systems

a division o, MONROE ELECTRONICS

(585)765-1 15 5 www.digitalalertsystems.com
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C1714

C2335

Matrox
SL5019
Intro: Matrox Avio F125 KVM extenders give radio
and television broadcast and post facilites the
system performance required for remote computing
applications.
Mayah Communications GmbH

C8147

Megatrax Production Music Inc.

SL8424

Merging Technologies

C3239

Minnetonka Audio Software Inc.
SU6921
Intro: SurCode for Dolby Pro Logic ll AAX v. 3offers
Dolby-certified Dolby PL II encoding and Pro Logic
II, Pro Logic Ilx, and Pro Logic Ilz decoding of up
to eight channels of audio. The product enables
auditioning, encoding and decoding of audio in
Pro Tools 10 and 11, making it easy to produce
surround- ready stereo mixes in real time. Real-time
loudness metrics are also displayed for the LoRo
stream, multichannel source or the undecoded LtRt.

Mobile EAS

N2537

Moseley
C2213
Intro: Starlink digital composite STL provides transparent transport from the audio processor and stereo
generator located at the studio to the FM exciter at the
transmitter site. The composite signal is transmitted
digitally over the link, providing error-free end-toend performance, which produces significant sonic
improvement. SL9003C locates the RDS generator
at the studio for seamless integration of the RDS
data stream into the composite transmission. Starlink
Composite covers all worldwide STL frequency bands.
Museum of Broadcast Technology

L8

Myat Inc.
C1711
Intro: Myat's FM analog/digital high- power combiner allows existing analog and digital transmitter
installations that use ' injectors" to overcome the
—20 dBc power ratio.
Established Products: N+1 switching matrix, threeand four-section band pass filters, coax switches,
switchless combiners, multi- station combiners,
constant impedance, star point, junction designs,
test adapters, rigid coax components, 1- 5/8- inch
aluminum coax.
Myers
N6415
Intro: ProTrack is abroadcast management software
solution for multimedia organizations that distribute
video and/or audio based content. ProTrack's responsibilities include the acquisition of content, rights
and program management, scheduling (linear and
nonlinear), sales, trafficking and media management
Since content retention and usage is typically deterrftnec during the acquisition and scheduling process,
PrcTrack drives a station's workflow from point of
content acquisition through to playout and reconciliation. ProTrack supports avariety of broadcast formats.
Narda
National Association of Tower Erectors

SU12005
C1147

Nautel
C2207
Intro: The latest version of Nautel's award- winning
Advanced User Interface (AUI) will be available. With
one common interface, shallow learning curve and
built-in Web-accessible instrumentation, metering
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and diagnostics help broadcast engineers save
trips, save time and save money. Also: Nautel
Release 4firmware is available for new and existing transmitter customers. Enhancements include
SNMP traps, AUI meter memory, port forwarding,
secured SMTP password, Omnia Direct ( MPX over
AES — may require hardware upgrade), Icecast
support, new scheduler and playfist editor, phone
home, NIP (for super accurate clock), MER meters.
Release 4is available for NX, NV, VS and NVIt transmitters (feature availability may vary by transmitter).
Netia
C2950
Intro: Radio-Assist 8.2 Automation Solution —
Netia is unveiling version 8.2 of the company's Radio-Assist digital audio software suite at
NAB2014. This latest release of Netia's flagship
software boasts three powerful enhancements, all
of which will be showcased throughout the show.
Also: Netia Radio Automation Cloud Management — Introducing cloud- based management
for Radio-Assist, which gives users the ability to
access the system database from any networkconnected workstation. Particularly valuable
for multisite radio broadcasters, this capability
enables authorized users anywhere to access,
retrieve and work on the same content without
the need for time-consuming media transfers.
In addition to enabling faster, more productive
operations through shared media access, this
enables broadcasters to reduce reliance on
server infrastructures and, lower the total cost
of ownership.
Also: Netia iSnippet Audio Editing Tool for iPhone
and iPad — The Snippet range of editing tools
available within the Radio-Assist automation
products is now available for iOS devices. Sharing
the same look and ergonomic principles as the
Snippet desktop interface, the new iPhone- and
iPad-compatible iSnippet tool allows field reporters and other remote users to enjoy the RadioAssist audio editing capabilities — familiar from
the desktop — on their portable devices.
Also: Netia Teleprompter — Radio Assist 8.2
— The new teleprompter module for the RadioAssist suite gives presenters and journalists
convenient visual access to news scripts, which
scroll continuously down the presenter's screen
and is finked to the playout system in the studio.
Customizable features such as text size, color
selection, automatic speed control that adapts to
reading speed, and read length may be configured in user profiles that are tailored to presenter
preferences.
Established Products: Radio Assist, Netia radio
automation solution
Mr. Jeff Jaworski, Area Sales Manager
North America Globecast
10 East 40th Street - 11th Floor
New York, NY 10016-0201
212-332-2141
888-207-2480
Email: j.jaworski@netia.com
Website: www.netia.com
Neutrik USA Inc.

C7216

NewBay Media LLC
C2844
Featured: NewBay Media's mission is to connect our audiences to authoritative, informative
and compelling content, in print, digitally and
in person, and to offer unsurpassed value and
innovation for our advertisers, sponsors and
business partners. We are at the content center
of the world's most dynamic industries: music,
AV/pro audio, consumer electronics/gaming,
video and broadcast, education. We connect and

inform millions of constituents in these markets
through our award-winning content, integrated
media capabilities and high- profile networkbuilding, informative events. Our unparalleled
reach provides marketing partners with exciting.
engaging and effective targeted communities,
and connects them with decision makers and
influencers across these markets. Parent of
Radio World; see separate listing.
Caroline Freeland
NewBay Media
5285 Shawnee Rd., Suite 100
Alexandria, VA 22312
Email: cfreeland@nbmedia.com
Website: www.newbaymedia.com

NewTek Inc.

SL4610

NPR Labs
N1434
Featured: NPR Labs, part of NPR, is America's leading not-for-profit broadcast technology research
and development center. We're demonstrating
our radio- based, accessible alerting for the deaf
and hard- of- hearing, which is being tested in the
Gulf Coast states by 26 public radio stations and
hundreds of deaf volunteers. The alerting infrastructure uses anew RBDS Open Data Application,
new encoder hardware and specially- designed
receivers that display a full, FEMA-originated
alert message. NPR Labs also offers customized
consulting for engineering, broadcast, and digital
projects, such as its accurate mapping capabilities

II\
MIMI NUM IMMURE
'UM \MIMI

for radio and television using advanced terrain
and propagation coverage models. NPR Labs is
promoting its efforts to measure and manage
audio loudness for audio broadcast and streams,
and showing its RF measurement and laboratory
testing products.
NPR Satellite Services
Nugen Audio
OMB Sistemas Electronicos

Sound Software

THE WORLD'S LARGEST
BROADCAST SOFTWARE COMPANY

Zetta
ADVANCED PLAYOUT

SECURE,
JAVA-FREE
rcsworks.corn

C561
C1751

Omnia Audio
C3007
Featured: Recipients of some 20 major industry
awards for innovation and design, Omnia audio processing solutions are recognized as technological

111111111111111\

Software

SU6821
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Also: Holiday air-cooled transmitters are modular
and available in power ranges from 3.5 kW to 20
kW. Holiday is compact — only 6RU for the 3.5/5
kW. It has low power consumption and high efficiency. Also: Barracuda liquid- cooled transmitters
are modular and available in power ranges from 10
kW to 40 kW. Ultracompact

leaders in the development and refinement of the
art and science of audio processing for radio broadcasting, Internet streaming, microphone enhancement and analysis tools pertaining to the integrity
and management of audio transmission.
Omnirax Furniture Co.
C1837
Intro: eDeskTop is ergonomic private office furniture.
UnCube provides open office systems. Our patented
eDesktop design (U.S. Patent: 7,438,002 B2) provides more usable desk surface, for more people, in
less space — while promoting collaboration in the
workplace. Also: Radio- on- TV On-Air Sets — Blair
Garner, host of "America's Morning Show," said of
the set Omnirax built for the show: " Ithink Omnirax
pulled off what no other company could. They built
us aone- of- a- kind piece of art that is as functional
as it is breathtaking. When someone like Taylor
Swift walks in and says, ' Oh, my God. Look at this,'
you know you've hit it out of the park. Icouldn't be
happier." Omnirax works directly with engineers,
station owners, architects and facilities managers
to provide services and products.
OMT Technologies
C3031
Intro: iMediaTouch Enterprise is the next- generation content management and delivery platform
designed for the radio enterprise. Enterprise incorporates a new SOL based content management
system and features a new and innovative customizable on- air user interface. Also: iMediaLogger
has new features including doubling the number
of recording channels with discrete UR mono;
real-time preview recordings; an enhanced Web
access portal with an advanced Web server; a
new SOLbased content management system; and
distribution of supplementary media such as audio,
video and graphics.
Orban
N5006
New: Optimod-FM 8600 Digital MPX provides a
digital composite output using a192 kHz AES3 connection; it appears on amale XLR-type connector
on the breakout cable supplied with the Optimod.
The output is compatible with and interoperable
with the de facto industry standard digital connection implemented by transmitter manufacturers and others. Also: Optimod 1550 multistream

ceed

Radio Frequency Systems
RadioDNS

The show might sometimes seem like a circus; last year it really was. Face
painting at Cirque de L'Absurde.
audio processor and codec provides an integrated
audio processing and network streaming solution iri a2U chassis. Also: Version 2.7 of the free
OrbaP Loudness Meter for Windows (Vista/7/8) and
Mac (OS X 106 or greater) adds support for up to
7.1-channel surround and the ability to analyze files
in several common formats off-line to measure
their ITU-R BS.1770-3 Integrated Loudness and
Loudness Range.
Paravel Systems LLC

C1121

Phasetek Inc.

C1739

Porta Brace Inc.

C7221

Potomac Instruments Inc.

C2433

Prism Sound
C1944
Intro: Prism Sound Atlas is a USB audio interface
with high- quality preamps and converters. Eight
channels of analog I/O. Compatible with Mac or

e

Windows. Runs up to 192 kHz. Offers up to extra 10
channels of digital I/O plus dual- headphone outputs
and MIDI.
ProConsultant Informatique

N4429

Propagation Systems Inc. (PSI)
C757
Intro: PSIFMT is an " off- the-shelf" antenna designed
for FM translator applications. Two standard directional patterns are available with either 3dB or 6dB
reduction in the horizontal plane. Reduction is based
on mounting to avertical support mast.
R.V.R. Elettronica SpA
C3322
Intro: The 10 kW Plug-in Green Line transmitter uses hot-swappable and broadband power
amplifier modules. Each module features switching
mode power supply to control and stabilize power
supply voltage. Each amplifier module provides
Automatic Power Control. Overall efficiency is better than 70 percent. Protection against high VSWR,
overdrive, overcurrent and overheating is included.

Complete Ground System Construction,
Evaluation and Repair Services
MoM Prep Services
Fast, Efficient Full Site Construction Service
Sample Toroid Retrofit Solutions
Sample Line Replacement
Turnkey Site Construction

www.amgroundsystems.com

We will
866-227-2346
be on the
866-22RADIO
floor at NAB
2014. Give us a
call tc meet and
discuss upcoming
AM TrEiristriitt9r Projects
c,

SCAN OUR CONTACT QR WITH A SMARTPHONE >>»»

.r

C2621
C755

Radio World
C2844
Featured: "
Iwatched you from the beginning
when you started on this publication, and today
it is the premier magazine for radio news all
over the world," one veteran engineer writes. " In
every broadcast organization office that Ihave
visited all over the world, there it was: Radio
World sitting on top of the desk." The people who
manage and operate radio stations, networks
and new media organizations face abewildering
world of available platforms and tools: licensed
transmission, online streaming, mobile apps,
multicasting, translators, podcasts, RDS, metadata and much more. Radio broadcasters have
become cross- platform providers. We help our
readers — the engineers, operations managers
and top executives of the U.S. radio industry
— understand this world and thrive in it. We're
part of the growing NewBay Media family, which
includes other leading titles like Broadcasting &
Cable, TV Technology and the NAB Daily News.
Caroline Freeland
NewBay Media
5285 Shawnee Rd., Suite 100
Alexandria, VA 22312
Email: cfreeland@nbmedia.com
Website: www.newbaymedia.com

RCS
C2631
Intro: Selector2Go is a feature of GSelector
tailored for the Web. Selector2Go works on contemporary browsers and across platforms and
mobile devices. This includes most Windows and
Mac computers as well as the majority of current
smartphones and tablets including the iPad and
iPhone. Data flow is kept small to enable fast
performance, even on mobile networks like 3G.
Selector2Go gives you powerful core scheduling, schedule editing functionality and essential
analysis details of your rotations. Also: Zetta2Go
is an application that allows the control of aZetta
automation/play-out system from an Internet
browser. Using atablet or smartphone a user
can view and fire off hot keys for astation, from
alaptop or remote desktop auser can control
much more. Also: Aquira 2Go lets you stay in
constant contact with the traffic team back at
the station. The benefits speak for themselves:
easy and convenient access — interact with
Aquira from any location with Internet access;
better customer service — access data fast
and deliver a prompt and accurate service to
your clients; controlled security — see only your
own proposals and your own clients; increased
efficiency — no rekeying data required.
Established Products: Zetta, GSelector4, Aquira,
RCSnews
Mr. Neal Perchuk, VP Sales
445 Hamilton Ave. 7th Floor
White Plains, NY. 10601
914-428-4600
Email: sales@rcsworks.com
Website: rcsworks.com
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Richardson Electronics

C2249

Richland Towers

C1723

Riedel Communications
C4937
Intro: Riedel has enhanced its MediorNet family
of real-time networks for video, audio, data and
communications with MediorNet 2.0, a firmware
update for MediorNet. The company will show how
the firmware provides video router functionality and
high-speed re-routing.
Rohde & Schwarz
SL1605
Intro: The R&S THR9 FM transmitter family maximizes energy efficiency, minimizing space requirements and delivers Rohde & Schwarz reliability. The
THR9 provides FM output power up to 40 kW per
rack while delivering up to 75 percent efficiency
to reduce energy costs. The transmitter's liquidcooling system and innovative design save space.
The R&S THR9 is HD Radio-capable. Also: [
MS
T.-IV9 VHF high- power transmitter family provides
efficiency, reliability and configuration flexibility in
asmall footprint. With maximum output power of
30 kW for digital TV and radio (58 kW for analog
standards), the THV9 provides up to 46 percent
efficiency in Doherty operation for COFDM TV and
DAB. This efficiency performance (including the
cooling system) enables users to save up to 50
percent of energy costs compared with conventional
transmitters. Also: R&S TMV9 VHF family provides
efficiency, reliability and configuration flexibility in a

Rymsa RF

of Corneso Life

C1717

Intro; TV and radio antenna system — The systems built by stacking our new CPOUEPOL panel
All 5-245 provide excellent scalloping features at
the horizontal radiation patterns, within a240 MHz
bandwidth. The use of this type of polarization
for N propagation emerges to satisfy the market
needs on mobile ON radioelectrical coverage, and
it is also suitable to optimize that of the current
digital and analog services for some particular
situations. Also: We design, manufacture and
distribute arange of channels combiners for DTV
standards and FM signal transmission, covering
different needs, from low- power sites to highpower multichannel main sites, supplying technical solutions tailored to the needs of clients.

Scisys
C451
Intro; Optimized for self-operation and DJ usage,
dira! Onair Player is an alternative to traditional studio
automation. It features multiple playlists, embedded
content browsing, segue editing and aflexible layout
for tailoring the user environment. Built on the same
playout cache and engine as the dira! Onair Control,
it combines the power of full automation with the
flexibility of acartwall player. Also: dira! Regio Split is
aflexible and reliable way to customize acentralized
radio program for regional needs, whether for commercials or editorial programming.

Screen Service Broadcasting
Technologies SpA
SU3202
Intro: Our new series of FM transmitters deliver
output power of up to 60 kW and are energy efficiency of up to 75 percent. Also: Compact, flexible
and easy to use, digital SOT ARK- DAB transmitters
features a built-in SFN adapter and advanced
SWDT (Software Defined Transmitters) technology.
Supported standards: DAB, DAB+, T-DMB, from 1
mW rms to 28.8 kW rms. Also: Ultra HE wideband
transmitter series.
Sennheiser Electronic Corp.

S.W.R. Inc.

C1126

Sabre Towers & Poles

C1831

C3217

Shively Labs
C2624
Intro: Come see our new products including the

AEQ
THERE'S A DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE FROM AEQ FOR EVERY NEED
We have the technology that allows us to offer agreat variety of feature levels but always
with the particular characteristics that you need for your broadcast operation:
reliability ensuring non-stop operation and excellent audio quality.

small footprint for medium & low- power broadcasts.
The TMV9 provides amaximum output power of 4.3
kW for digital N and radio (up to 6kW for analog
standards).
Rohn Products

C12141

RIS Intercoms

C6908

RTW / RTW International Corp.
C1246
Intro: La Loudness Quality Logger is a software
license that provides the export of measured loudness and TruePeak data via IP connection or USB
flash drive. Another feature is the two- stage definition of thresholds. While the new PC software is
free to users, the SW20014 Logging Data Server
license is required to enable aTM7, TMR7 or TM9
series meter to be compatible with data export and
additional display functions.
RUSHWORKS
SL7627
Intro: Ctrl+R and PT- Mini Pan Tilt Head — Ctrl+R
is a touchscreen PTZ camera control software
application for Windows 7and Windows 8systems
and supports up to four standalone PTZ cameras.
The new PT- Mini pan/tilt head lets you use your
favorite HD camcorder that supports LANC (Sony) or
JLIP (JVC) control protocol. Pan, Tilt and Zoom are
controlled via VISCA command protocol from the
Ctrl+R software. Also: VDesk Lite is the new entrylevel offspring of our VDesk/Remo Integrated PTZ
Production System. It has four inputs that can be
configured for analog or SDI sources, and it supports
both SD and HD production switching, encoding
and streaming. PTZ camera control is also included.
Also: Segment stand-alone video file segmenting
utility supports fast, accurate trimming of segments

Digital Broadcast
Mixers from
NEW - Audio over IP multi- channel network connectivity - NEW

US $ 5,199.00

USB ports I/O - no need for audio cards for your broadcast automation system!
•Digital Telephone Hybrids fully integrated.
•MADI Links for Audio networking.

DIGITAL FOR EVERYONE!

Visit AEQ at NAB 2014

within MPEG-2 or MP4 files.
Established Products: VDesk Radio/TV transforms
your radio station into an Internet N station.

There are many new products to discover

Generate additional revenue streams by placing
your brand " where the action is" ... on mobile
media and Internet N screens.

AEQ at NAB 2014 Central Hall, Booth C3027
vuwvv.aeqbroadcast.com
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6828 high- power, broadband system and the lowpower tunable Versa2une.
Shure Inc.

C2923

Sierra Automated Systems
& Eng. Corp.

C1330

Sine Systems Inc.

C2033

power quality. Saving money by extending the life
of the equipment and keeps operations up and
running through unstable power situations. Also:
With our ServiStar program, arange of planned
maintenance and extended service options are
offered to maximize equipment life and reliability
of our products.

v6 compatibility. Also: Bridge- IT XTRA IP Codec
is Tieline's inexpensive STL and multipoint IP
audio codec, featuring a range of algorithms,
including aptX Enhanced as standard. Includes an
LCD display, PPM metering and dialling key pad,
plus dual internal power supplies and SDHC card
audio backup.

Stagetec (Salzbrenner Stagetec
Mediagroup)

Tower Consultants Inc.

C1605

C2449
TSL Products

N1123

SMPTE - Society of Motion Picture
&Television Engineers

L30

StreamOn

C2739

Society of Broadcast Engineers

L29

Studer

C2627

Superior Broadcast LLC

C1730

Sonifex Ltd
C2333
Intro: RB-DDA6A3 six-way stereo AES3ID digital
audio distribution amplifier is used for distributing
AES3id digital audio, repeating both the audio data
and the status information of the input whilst renormalizing to standard digital audio levels. It has
asingle BNC AES3id audio input which is distributed to six BNC AES3id audio outputs. Applications
include distributing audio from aBlu-ray player to
recorders, or feeding multiple studios with an output
from amaster clock. Also: RB-SD1IP silence detection unit with Ethernet and USB is a1U rack- mount
device used to monitor an unattended stereo studio
feed and in the event of the signal going " quiet"
after agiven period the unit will switch through
an alternative stereo audio signal. This could be a
recorded message, afeed from aflashcard player,
audio from aconnected USB flash drive or an alternative recorded program. Controls are provided
to start external equipment and to provide remote
status indication.

Superior Electric

C1109

Switchcraft Inc.

C6949

Sony Electronics Inc.

Thomson Video Networks

Solid State Logic

C2317

C11001

Sound Devices LLC

C2546

Sound Ideas

SL7620

Soundproof Windows Inc.

C1044

Staco Energy Products
C3205
Intro: FirstLine PL/PPC is an electronic precision
power conditioner 208VAC, 10-40kVA; continuous voltage correction and conditioning providing
clean regenerated waveform. Our FirstLine PPC
10-40kVA innovations have expanded into the
broadcast studio and transmitter data center marketplace through pioneered design and expertise.
Also: The FirstLine P/PPC is an electronic precision
power conditioner 480VAC, 65-250kVA; continuous voltage correction and conditioning providing
clean regenerated waveform. The FirstLineP/PPC
gives cost-effective protection from a range of
power quality anomalies, while providing regulated
output power. It's designed for use in broadcast
transmitters, to protect them from damage by poor

TASCAM
TC Electronic

Will- Burt Co., The

SL4230
C2644

lelos Systems
C3007
Established Products: ProStream streaming audio
processor/encoder, Zephyr iPort MPEG gateway, Hx1
POTS hybrid, Hx2 POTS hybrid, VX broadcast VolP
phone system, Zephyr Xstream ISDN codec, 1/IP ONE
IP codec, Nx12 POTS/ISDN phone system, Zephyr
Xport POTS + ISDN codec, Hx6 six- line phone system
Thermo Bond Buildings LLC

VidiGo
SL12105
Intro: VidiGo Visual Radio turns radio broadcasting
into an entertaining and compelling visual show.
Visual Radio is an add-on to your radio production
without the need for extra staff. It enables you to
take radio broadcasting to the next level, by giving
your audience the change to experience unique
radio moments. Visual Radio turns your listeners
into viewers.
Viking Satcom
0E1321
Intro: 3.8- meter motorized dual- axis Tx Ax VSAT
antenna system; 4- meter quick- deploy antenna; 1.2- meter quick- deploy Manpack antenna
system.
Vocalbooth.com Inc.

Vorsis
C3112
Intro: Vorsis will debut several digital audio signal
processing designs.

SU2610

Tieline Technology
C3331
Intro: Genie Distribution is the world's most
powerful IP audio codec for multipoint audio
distribution. The codec offers a range of solutions including six channels point-to-point, three
channels bidirectional stereo or six channels
bidirectional mono, multicasting, multi-unicasting
and more. Includes dual Gigabit LAN ports, dual
internal power supplies, IPv4/v6, and 24-bit/96
kHz audio sampling. Features SmartStream Plus
IP management software. WheatNet-IP version
available. Also: Save money on hardware costs
by using Merlin Plus to create two bidirectional
mono or stereo remotes, each with aseparate
bidirectional IFB channel, or create up to six independent bidirectional mono connections with IP
codecs or smartphones using Report- IT. Includes
SmartStream Plus dual streaming software for
reliability over public IP networks like the Internet,
plus simple command and control and recallable connection configurations via programs.
WheatNet-IP version available. Opus and IPv4/

Ward- Beck Systems Ltd.

N1202
SU2602

Wheatstone Corp.
C3112
Intro: Wheatstone Corp. will debut several digital
audio consoles for both radio and television, as
well as new signal processor designs and its latest
audio networking equipment.
Established Products: Audio mixing consoles, signal processors and audio networking systems

STUDIO WARNING LIGHTS
BROADCAST CONSOLES

Whirlwind

SANDIES
214-547-2570

DYNAMAX MX SERIES

C4749

WhisperRoom Inc.
SL12416
Established Products: Portable Sound Isolation
Enclosure (20 Sizes)

C11123

WinMedia America
C1259
Intro: As an automation software suite, WinMedia
offers broadcasters arange of modules and functionalities ranging from live-assist, media asset
management, multi- radio and multi- zone management/production to complete automatic program
generation, all in asingle Windows icon.
WireCAD
Wohler Technologies

V-Soft Communications
C2023
Intro: RFHaz-3 — New version 3.0. Predict your
station's RF hazard compliance for multiple antennas using the FCC's OET #65 standards. Quickly
calculate, graph and print out non- ionizing radiation
levels found near towers with multiple FM and
TV transmitting antennas having various powers, antenna types, heights and distances from
the radiator. A module is included for calculating
non- broadcast antenna R.F. emission levels. Also:
InterMod is designed to perform detailed intermodulation analysis at aspecific site and globally
across your station's coverage area. It includes an
advanced study mapping capability to identify intermodulation issues within astation's coverage area.
Also: Microwave- Pro Version 1.29. Many powerful new features and updates have been added.
Microwave- Pro performs frequency searches for the
Part 101 and the broadcast auxiliaries frequencies.
This program calculates C/I ratios that consider
terrain obstructions, and among other features, it
can plot terrain profiles of protected and interfering
paths. It provides aquick map of the geometry of
protected and interfering paths. The program is
ideal for all microwave frequency allocation and
path analysis work.

Wegener

INININ.SANDI ES USA.COM

SL10124

C2137

Thomson Broadcast
SU7111
Established Products: S7HP high- power mediumand long- wave radio transmitter range

WideOrbit
N5129 & N5829
Intro: WideOrbit Automation for Radio v3.7 is a
powerful, modern solution that features centralized content creation, centralized playlist creation
and editing, multimarket voice tracking with multistation and multicasting capabilities, live log
edits with WO Traffic and remote management
for real-time control outside the studio. A new
MusicMaster widget allows on- air announcers
with the necessary privileges to make intelligent choices about the songs played on the
air. Announcers can get real-time information
about asong's play history and other information
needed to determine whether asong is eligible for
airplay based on rules defined in MusicMaster.
The information appears on WO Automation for
Radio's on- air screen. If the announcer selects a
song for air, the MusicMaster database is updated
in real-time. This widget augments the product's
integration with MusicMaster.

World Teleport Association

N3225
SU4410
SW 2907

WorldCast Systems
C1633
Intro: Ecreso Helios FM 250W transmitter, ideal for
the LPFM market. With adirect-to- channel digital
modulator and exceptional efficiency of up to 74
percent, the system provides reliability so solid
that Ecreso offers awarranty of up to 10 years. It
also features powerful tools such as the on-board
instrumentation of the Advanced Metering Interface,
proactive Expert Maintenance Reporting service and
TCP/IP, stereo encoder, auto failover, dynamic ADS
encoder and more. Also: Audemat FM-MC5 is the
most comprehensive platform for professional mobile
measurement of FM signals. It offers excellent RF
coverage measurement for on- and off-site monitoring as well as highly accurate modulation analysis.
Built on solid digital architecture, the FM-MC5 can
maintain its exceptionally precise performance without the need for annual calibration. Also: APT AolP
codec — APT's major new system release offers
increased compatibility and plug-and- play ability on
their award-winning IP audio codecs. For maximum
compatibility, this upgrade ensures support for leading algorithms including MPEG Layer II, MPEG 4
MC- LC, -LD, —ELD, and HE-MC and HE-AACv2.
Additionally, new methods such as Dynamic DNS and
NAT traversal mode allow auser to get their system
running quickly while IP Packet forwarding enables
configurations similar to Drop and Insert over Ti.
Yamaha Commercial Audio
Systems Inc.
C2143
Intro: Yamaha R Remote software app joins the
Yamaha R Series input/output rack units, making
significant advancements in audio, creating natural
sound quality, Dante audio networking and system
flexibility. The new Windows- based PC standalone
application enables remote control of R Series
Rio3224-D, Rio1608-D, and Ri8-D rack unit head
amplifiers directly from acomputer.
Yellowtec GmbH
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HAM RADIO
(continued from page 27)

involved with AM, FM and television
most of his life and is abroadcast engineers who spends hours in front of his
home transmitter after spending the
whole work day in front of one.
David said that he enjoys ham radio
because it provides a constant learning
and sharing opportunity. He has made
contact with hundreds of hams. He has
found that fellow amateur radio operators who hold professional occupations
such as his are more willing to share
technical information about broadcasting issues and to make suggestions about
"problems dealing with RF black magic."
It's like having astaff of RF consultants
at his disposal. According to David, he is
able to gather opinions about new equipment and to apply what he hears to save
money for his company.
Kelly Weldon, KD7IMZ (Technician),
is not a commercial radio or television
station broadcast engineer, but he knows
broadcasting. Before retirement, he headed up the electronics maintenance department for Salt Lake City's Community
College television and studios. He had
the task of keeping all of the 13 campus
locations' electronic equipment in working order. (Think about 60,000 students,
faculty and staff, all who count on their
equipment working properly.) He also led
the emergency response team at SLCC.
His ham license was (and still is) avital
part of his job when it comes to instant
communication via the Salt Lake community Amateur Radio Emergency Services

COMMON IDEALS
There was aresounding message that came through as I
talked with hams from all over the
United States. Most hams may not
be broadcast engineers, but many
people who work in various fields
of electronics and broadcasting
are hams. They share acommon
set of ideals about their hobby:
1. Hams like people, and they like
to communicate.
2. Hams enjoy developing friendships with people they may
never meet in-person.
3. Hams find electronics and radio
frequency energy to be amazing, alittle bit like black magic.
4. Hams enjoy using their talents
to address community needs
and to assist in emergency
response.
5. Ham radio frequently yields
business resources and contacts.
6. Hams learn something new
everyday, and they have fun
doing it.
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network, of which he is amember.
Kelly and his wife Doris — KF7SIP
(Technician) continue to use their amateur
radio interest to benefit Salt Lake City's
community activities. Both have assisted
with communications for Salt Lake City
Marathon weekend races. Kelly has participated in a weekend statewide earthquake simulation emergency response
drill. Doris plans to continue to assist with
Scouting food drives, and she provides
security and logistical communication
when Scouts door-to-door collections.
Pete Zillox, K5PZ, could best be
described as a "ham's ham." His call let-

ters alone indicate that this gentleman has
been enjoying amateur radio for many
years. He's an electrical engineer with
degrees from Penn State and USC; however, his broadcasting takes place at home
in Huntington Beach, Calif., and he's proud
of what he has assembled. His radio station
is filled with vintage radio gear, and it is
here that he took WPX honors, working
11 countries in 30 minutes with 10 watts.
Pete's amateur radio credentials
began in 1965 at age 13 with call letters WN2RNW ( Novice), and a few
months later he graduated to WB2RNW
(General). Two years later, Pete's family

moved to Pennsylvania, where he became
WA3EQK ( Extra General). Then while
attending USC and working for Hughes
Aircraft in California, his call became
WA6DYC. In 1977, Pete applied with the
FCC to get the initials of his name and
was awarded K5PZ. Prior to 1977 no twoletter "K5" signs were ever issued by the
FCC, although there were two-letter "W"
signs beginning in the '20s.
Pete now serves as volunteer for his
community Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service communications.
Robert Kegerreis, KD8UDQ, is a
retired broadcast content producer.
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TECH SESSIONS
(continued from page 22)

Luncheon on Tuesday.
He is a popular tech columnist and
media personality who recently ended
a long stint at the New York Times,
moving to Yahoo; he also hosts Nova's
"ScienceNow." Pogue usually discusses
consumer and "personal" technology.
When he spoke at the fall Radio Show
in 2008, Pogue — whose his background
includes 10 years conducting and arranging Broadway musicals — gave a most
entertaining speech. He also sought at

the time to soothe those who feared technological obsolescence: "Things never
wholly replace things. That never happens. Things just add on."
We like that alot.

GET THE BOOT FROM
BISSET AND FRIENDS
Launched last year, the "RF Boot
Camp" takes place on show Wednesday.
It promises to explore basic knowledge
regarding the operations of a broadcast

radio or television RF plant.
The program covers distribution of
program and data content from the studio
to RF transmission points, the organizers say.
"Our team of instructors will address
the types of hardware and software typically used at the RF plant. They will
explain remote monitoring and telemetry
scenarios. Towers, transmission lines and
antennas will be the focus of an interactive discussion tailored to attendees
who are unfamiliar with maintenance
requirements and safety concerns. Specific FCC and OSHA rules related to

E

LPFM?
Canadian CAP-CP?
Still the best at CAP/EAS?

hit

SAGE DIGITAL ENDEC

Made
am.

The FCC CAP rules took effect in 2012, and
more radio stations chose the Sage Digital
ENDEC 3644 than any other for CAP
compliance. Building a new station? Ready to
upgrade? LPFM? We have what you need.

Questions?
914-872-4069

Canada is considering a CAP requirement for
the end of 2014. Sage supports CAP-CP with
English and French Canadian text to speech.
ENDECs are already on the air, or being
installed, in more than 250 Canadian stations
New for
ENDEC
stations
stations

2014, in Canada only, our 4644
supports four independent CAP
in a 1U enclosure, useful when multiple
are run from a single location.

The Sage Digital ENDEC, for TV or Radio, your
best choice for CAP and EAS.
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RF transmission will be addressed along
with methods commonly used to ensure
compliance with those rules."
Lending their expertise will be John
Bisset of Telos Alliance, who is Radio
World's Workbench columnist; Garrison
and Cindy Cavell of Cavell, Mertz and
Associates; and Paul Shulins, director of
technical operations for Greater Media
Boston.

WE INTERRUPT THIS
RADIO WORLD STORY ...
Emergency Alert System is asubject
that keeps on giving.
"EAS alerts are now received on
mobile phones, the FCC is starting to
reboot the process for State EAS Plans,
and the FCC has stepped up enforcement on the unauthorized use of EAS
tones," show organizers note. So there
will be plenty to talk about in Wednesday's "The Status and Security of the
Emergency Alert System," featuring
speakers from FEMA, the FCC, law firm
Wiley Rein and the Wisconsin state EAS
committee.
Separately, Larry Wilkins of the
Alabama Broadcasters Association and
Gary Smith of Cherry Creek Radio will
share information about a statewide
CAP-based system that uses Web-based
origination.
Yet another EAS panel is "Effectively
Integrating EAS With New Possibilities for Alert Messages," on Wednesday
afternoon. The organizers say that during storm events, local National Service
offices can "flood" the EAS with warnings, as many as 15 Flash Flood Warnings in afew hours; the panel will talk
about the problem and what's being done.

A MAN FOR ALL PLATFORMS
The 2014 NAB Radio Engineering
Achievement Award goes to Jeff Littlejohn. As mentioned previously, he is
executive vice president of engineering
and systems integration for Clear Channel's Media & Entertainment division.
Littlejohn's career arc mirrors changes
in radio itself, having encompassed both
traditional engineering, as well as key
development areas, such as data services
and new platforms. He also has helped
create the company's Market Engineering Management Development program.
The TV recipient this year is Robert
Seidel of CBS. They'll be honored at the
Technology Luncheon on Wednesday,
April 9. NAB has given the award since
1959.
Radio World, which honored Littlejohn with its Excellence in Engineering
Award in 2008, will feature an interview
with him in an upcoming issue.
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Celebrities Fuel Success
approach.
While things may later fall
apart due to terms, sometimes I
have been surprised in this phase
by candidates who are willing to
listen.
If you find amatch, do not rush
through checking references from
others with whom they've worked.
After all, it is rare to meet asuccessful personality or journalist
without a large ego, as this is a
necessary motivating component
in the business.

In the '70s, The Michael Stanley Band ruled in
Ohio. Now Michael rocks Cleveland 3-7 p.m.

.
44104,'

Inside the Locker Roo,
tr

Walker and Mum Mite, ,•

LISTEN LIVE
Listen to ESPN 980 audio no,

WHO DO YOU LOVE?
Obtaining celebrities begins like
most efforts — with a brainstorming
dream list.
In the initial stage, do not limit your
list based on what you think you can
afford or who might be open; just make
the list. Next, upper management needs
to agree on targets. Then comes the reality check of who would be open to your

on any phone!

Call 832-999-1980
'resented by the NIIIIItivy
r,rder of the Rrple Heart
tinctation

Chris Russell
12,1,kns , rboted
`»exner,

The sports format lends itself well to leveraging the power of celebrity. Red Zebra
Broadcasting's multi- station ESPN 980 in Washington employs former NFL players
like Doc Walker and Brian Mitchell, far left. and Chris Cooley, at right in main box.

That said, you do need to know
whether or not your dream choice can
take direction, and if they can't, only
you can decide if you can live with
that lack of flexibility in your working
relationship. As hard as it is for most
managers to understand, there are those
few prima donnas who do great on their
own, succeeding with very limited input
from others.
Which brings us to content.
Buyer beware! You have picked a
celebrity who is known for generating
a certain kind of content. Radically
changing this content — either because
the celebrity wants to change what they
do or because you want to pick a new
path — is not for the faint of heart.
Audiences have expectations about
celebrities, and when those expectations
aren't met, you'll see it reflected it how
they feel about that person. I've been
in a few unfortunate situations with
media companies who hired outspoken
personalities and then attempted to tone
down their presentation or even asked
them to alter their opinions to match the
company line. Once this friction starts,
you can bet on an unhappy ending.
TELL EVERYONE
Okay, you've now got your marquee
player. How are you going to tell the
world?
Sorry, but running promos on your
airwaves and messaging on your own

RAM SYSTEMS LI-C
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I

Mark Lapidus

"celebrity, content, marketing" principle

\
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POWER
PROMO

Even small markets can take advantage of the
Simple questions regarding media
from people who don't work in our
business are the best! Why? Because
the people who ask them don't have the
baggage we do and are able to dive right
in without getting mired in detail.
Here's one Igot from a friend last
week: "In one sentence, can you tell me
the fastest possible path for aradio station to have success on-air and online?"
It took me awhile to distill my opinion
and when Idid, my answer was three
words: celebrity, content, marketing.
Ihave had the privilege of working
with stations and websites that have
taken off like rockets fueled on the power
of a well-known and loved celebrity.
With very few exceptions, audiences follow high-profile performers to new destinations. When this phenomenon doesn't
occur, it's often due to that person not
having the status we thought they had
attained, or because we invested nothing
in marketing — which would have told
their audience where to find them.

RADIOVVORLD
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Podcasts Offer Low "Barrier to Entry
On- demand distribution of content can build loyal
listeners and boost brand recognition
BY ELIZA KRIGMAN
Podcasting offers many rewards and
virtually no risk, radio executives say.
Radio stations have more competition for listeners than ever, but they also
have more opportunities to leverage
their content. Podcasts, audio shows
available for download, have become a
popular medium for show distribution.
The 800-pound guerillas over the air,
like ESPN and NPR, enjoy considerable
success in the podcast arena. But they
aren't the only ones: Some independent stations have found that podcasting offers numerous benefits, including building I
istenership and boosting
brand recognition.
In an effort to understand how podcasting fits into a broader marketing
strategy and what it takes to succeed
on this platform, Radio World spoke
to the producers of three shows: "The
B.S. Report" of ESPN; NPR's " Fresh
Air" and "The Bill Handel Show" of
KFI(AM).

try that are new listeners to the show."
And that also helps raise the profile
of the station, Kube said.
The podcast "has definitely boosted
the KFI brand because it enables listeners, both locally and out of state, to
listen on their own time, at their leisure,
when it's convenient for them to do so."
It also offers another means of generating revenue.

BOOST YOUR BRAND
Arguably the most important advantage of podcasts is expanding the pool
of potential listeners beyond the reach
of abroadcast signal.
"Local listeners use word of mouth to
introduce the show to their out of state
friends," Michelle Kube, executive producer of "The Bill Handel Show," wrote
in an email. "We're getting emails from
listeners out of state and out of the coun-

"The B.S. Report" has two sponsors,
Subway and Stamps.com, according
to David Jacoby, the show's producer.
Exactly how much money it makes is
difficult to tell because the sponsorship agreement extends across all of

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

ADVERTISEMENT

Grantland's podcasts, not just "The B.S.
Report."
Kube advises against placing more
than one short commercial spot before
the podcast. One of the principle advantages of this format, the producers say,
is that it's generally commercial-free.
Some stations charge for the podcast
itself. Such is the case with "The Kim
Komando Show." In order to access
her podcast, fans have to pay $5.95 per
month to join Kim's Club.
RECIPE FOR SUCCESS
While it may be adifferent technology, the same ingredients that make a
radio show successful are likely to make
apodcast thrive, the producers said.
"The most important thing is the
chemistry between two hosts or the host
and aguest," Jacoby said.
Danny Miller, executive producer of
"Fresh Air:' agrees. Just like on broadcasting, it's about finding a "compelling
guest" and a "good interviewer:' he
said.
Being "authentic" and finding "fun
and interesting content to provide" are
key, according to Kube.
There are, however, distinct advantages to podcasts over broadcasting.
One is more flexibility with time.
Kube looks for ways to create "new
exclusive podcast-only content" that
enhance listeners' experience. To wit:
some of her podcasts have included
additional audio of producers' discussions and behind-the-scenes information about the hosts and topics that were
not apart of the live broadcast.
"It's afun way to show listeners how

CELEBRITY
(continued from page 45)

Audio-Technica BP894 MicroSet
Subminiature Cardioid Condenser
Headworn Microphone
With its innovative rotating capsule
housing, the new BP894 Headworn
Microphone is designed to produce an
unparalleled level of intelligibility. Unlike its
counterparts that face forward, the BP894's uniform cardioid element can be aimed directly toward the user's mouth,
providing crystal clear sound while effectively controlling
feedback and eliminating unwanted background noise so it's the perfect choice for awide variety of settings and
applications. Each unit comes equipped with adual-ear
microphone mount for maximum stability and comfort.

www.audlo-technica.com
proeatus.com •

,1

330-686-2600

digital properties will only take you
so far. Consider hiring alocally wired
public relations agency that specializes
in obtaining earned media (interviews
on TV, articles in newspapers and websites, etc.) Brainstorm a stunt (legal,
please) that could garner attention.
Most important, invest in a medium that gives you mass reach and
frequency, like television or outdoor.
Concentrate your campaign during the
first three weeks of launch and buy
enough coverage to reach at least 85
percent of your market. If you don't
have enough money to do this for
three weeks, concentrate your dollars
on one solid week.
Can social media marketing play
a part? You bet! Especially if your
celeb has tens of thousands of followers. This social media angle should be

things work behind the scenes:' Kube
writes.
Turning a broadcast show into a
podcast is relatively easy to do, the producers said.
"We don't really think of the podcast
as a different entity:' Williams said.
"Fresh Air:' like many other shows, is
simply redistributed as apodcast.
One of the most exciting things about
this platform is that the "barrier to entry
is so low:' Jacoby said, estimating that it
only costs several hundred bucks.
This is not to say that podcasts suit
every type of broadcast content or don't
present some challenges.
The weather, Williams points out,
is aterrible topic for podcasts. It has to
be something with alonger "shelf life,"
he said.
And in order to maximize revenue
opportunities over podcasts, the industry needs to find a way to better measure listenership.
Because of the podcast, the audience
for "Fresh Air" has increased, Williams
estimates, but the measurable audience
number has decreased.
"I think we lose measurable listeners because of the podcast, but we gain
a significant amount of listening that's
not measured because of podcasts. It's
a really important issue for the online
world trying to measure what the listening is ... you can measure downloads,
but there isn't industry standards for
measuring listening ... That can be misleading. That's another real big issue in
all of radio broadcasting. [And] how can
we capture the numbers when we are
seeking underwriting?"
Eliza Krigman wrote about "Podcast
Success Stories" in January; see
radioworld.com, keyword Krigman.

discussed as part of an overall advertising plan and not just as aone-off.
How does a small- or mediummarket station afford acelebrity? Go
local. Consider local sports heroes,
popular former politicians, newspaper
writers, television anchors and yes,
even bartenders. Perhaps one or several of these would be willing to do an
on-air test for one week.
Finally, an outside talent coach can
be areal asset with big names, especially someone with apopular performance background. Hiring a pro to
work with your star shows how much
you care about your mutual success.
Plus, a proxy can touch on sensitive
subjects with less risk of damaging a
relationship.
We live in the age of celebrity, so
grab the ride while it lasts!
The author is president of Lapidus
Media. Email marklapiduseverizon.
net.
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Live2media Uses Digigram Pyko
to Intensify America's Cup
Spectators

BY JAY ROSE
Chief Engineer
Jay Rose Broadcast Engineering

were able to
tap into live

At the 34th America's Cup Finals in
September, Live2media partnered with
race organizers to allow spectators on
the San Francisco shore to listen to realtime live audio feeds from race boats
sailing between Treasure Island and the
Embarcadero.
Live2media is a provider of realtime audio to sports fans at live events,
and for this spectacular race featuring
extreme-performance sailboats and the
world's best sailors, the company supplied equipment that let fans tap into live
conversations between the skippers and
crews, as well as expert commentary and
sound effects from the race boats.

audio directly
from the crew
on the boats

FINDING SUCCESS
Greg Moyer, CEO of Live2media,
brought me onboard to assist in engi-

neering a system to deliver eight channels of discrete audio in alive streaming
audio solution that ultimately would
provide multiple channels of proprietary
audio to the spectators. Mark Haynes
with Advanced Systems Group, an
audio and video integration and services
group, got us in touch with James Lamb
of Point Source Audio, Digigram's master distributor in the United States. He
provided us with one of the key tools
of success, Digigram's Pyko IP audio
codec. Ihave to say, these guys get it, and
they gave us the tools to take advantage
of the most cost-effective and flexible
broadcast- quality audio over IP solution
to date: their Pyko product range.
To enable the Live2media audio offering, we transported up to eight channels
of discrete, linear audio from our studio
at the America's Cup broadcast facility,
located at Pier 23, to Treasure Island
to three transmitter sites: one main
(continued on page 48)
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entered the 75-yard-long, 50-yard-wide
small city, known as the Broadcast
Center. We chose to take our feeds
analog, using XLR connectors and ran
our standard Belden eight-pair snake
over the top of about 10 containers. All
container units were connected by cable
tray. As you can imagine, there was a
vast highway of every kind of cable and
signal (including power and RF). Even
so, there was no noise or crosstalk as we
were analog, the +8dB helped keep us
away from the noise floor. Additionally,
all feeds were terminated at our mixer.
We chose the Midas X32 provided
by Stanton Burns of Broadcast Audio

(continued from page 47)

transmitter site at the Admirals building through a 100 Mbps bidirectional
microwave system and the two other
transmitter sites, Marina Green and the
Presidio, through public Internet access
as part of our WAN.
Our WAN thus existed over both
microwave and land-based Internet connections.
We got our feeds directly from the
network mixers, as well as a video
feed. The America's Cup production
facility was quite impressive. Mostly of
Australian and New Zealand origin, the
whole show was contained in a small
city of shipping containers loaded with
semi-permanent audio and video suites.
All of these suites had a common I/O
area and everything terminated in several full 8-foot racks.
We were the only ones to use the
Analog I/O devices. There were two
audio suites, one mixing in Dolby 5.1,
and the other astereo mix. They were
kind enough to give us amono sum of
each stereo program mix. These guys
gave great, consistent levels and never
once did we have any issue.
We rented our own shipping "container" and we were literally the first
8-foot x 20- foot container as you
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Digigram Pyko Out
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Services. It was absolutely flawless and
provided pristine audio and quick DSP
as needed. The name of this game was
quick routing and flexibility.

Clipper terminal. The discrete audio
channels delivered to our media center
via the Pyko systems were used to feed
individual exciters, each its own FM
radio station, using a standard 75 kHz
deviation within the old analog NTSC
Channel 5 (76 MHz to 82 MHz). During
races, spectators were able to select and
listen to the four audio channels using
the Live2media Livecard receiver and
personal listening device.
Channel 1 was the broadcast commentary; Channel 2 was the isolated
Emirates boat audio, a mix of wireless microphones on each team member;
Channel 3was Oracle Team USA's isolated audio summed mix; and Channel 4
provided traffic and weather from Clear
Channel. Weather conditions are very
important in sailboat racing.

To deliver the incoming stream to the waterfront
media center, we installed asingle small antenna on the
roof of the historic Pan America Clipper terminal.
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Each produced audio mix was fed
into one of four stereo Digigram Pykoin units. Because Itested each unit for
latency and found it to be roughly 200
ms, the propagation between multiple
sites was mitigated and — as we did
have a little co-channel — very little
synchronization was needed. The Pyko
systems allowed us to encode and send
audio as a standard IP stream over
a microwave link. Because a single
Pyko-in has the unique ability to stream
to multiple decoders ( Pyko-out units)
simultaneously, we delivered audio to
multiple transmitter sites with ease.
We deployed four Digigram Pykoout systems at the media center on the
Embarcadero. To deliver the incoming
stream to the waterfront media center,
we installed a single small antenna on
the roof of the historic Pan America

Throughout the event, the Digigram
Pyko systems proved to be reliable.
Even more important, the propagation delay was an amazing constant
once the Pyko units made their connection. Large ships would periodically block the microwave, and Iwas
amazed by how the Pyko units would
rarely lose audio, even during short
interruptions in the system. When there
were sufficient bit errors to cause an
interruption, recovery was automatic
and swift. Given this high level of performance, Ihave plans to use Digigram
Pyko units to replace expensive longhaul point-to-point Tl lines for transport of linear audio from anywhere
Ican get a good Internet connection.
Finally, we can start to think about the
Internet as a reliable means of linear
audio transport.
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EDX Wireless

has announced a new release of its SignalPro
RF propagation, wireless network design and

provides asimplified approach; automating model tuning while providing extensive
user control and interactive feedback on

optimization software.
Version 8.1, the company says, " has been
enhanced with new and improved features
including the ability to open a Google Earth

convergence. The hybrid studies have been
expanded in SignalPro 8.1 that allow for complex studies using multiple study results, such
as areas where the simulcast spread is below a

map or street view window centered on the
project map point of interest. The Google
Earth features include 2D and 3D visualization
of network assets with system coverage and

user- defined threshold and the field strength
is above athreshold.
EDX SignalPro models radio and TV broadcasting and broadcast microwave STL and

performance, as well as the ability to change
antenna location or characteristics."
In addition, SignalPro 8.1 includes a new
Propagation Model Tuning utility with an
interactive visual display. This new utility

ENG systems from 30 MHz to 60 GHz and
offers over 15 propagation models including
Longley-Rice, Free Space+RMD, FCC+RMD and
Okumura (
Hata).
Info: edx.com
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES SHOWCASE
Coaxial
Dynamics

A ( 01 INDUSTRIFL .

C. CCISOPM.

Specialists in RF Test
Equipment & Components

The CAP-DEC1, Gorman FlecHich

Digital Broadcast
Directional Wattmeters
LjEli

Line Sections

Oft t

%qv. Co.
CA o

is a standalone CAP-to-EAS converter for use with your
existing emergency alerting equipment. This
cost-effective device allows broadcasters to
easily meet Common Alerting Prcaocol ( CAP)
compliance requirements mandated by the FCC
without requiring the purchase of an additional
encoder/decoder rystern or other costly

equipment. The CAP-DEC1 is CAP 1.2 compliant
and requires only one unit of rack space. Trust
the experts with over 35+ years experience in
the emergency alerting industry to nelp you
meet your broadcasting needs. Visit our website
or contact us today for more information about
the Gorman- Redlich CAP-DEC1. We continue to
support equipment we made 35 years ago.

i
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CAP- DEC 1

Plug- In Elements

CAP ,Io.1 AS Converter Lind

PRICE -

Loads and Attenuators
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Signal Samplers

— Compatible with any existing EAS encoder/decoder made
by any manufacturer. Will drive multiple EAS units.

— Five (5) USB and RS232 ports
for peripherals

Meters

— Powerful 1.66Hz dual core processor and 1GB of memory

— Automatic clock synchronization via NTP servers

— Built-in text-to-speech conversion functionality

— Software can be updated via LAN or USB

— FAST Gigabit network capability with built in firewall for
security

— Print alert reports to USB or network printer

Accessories
Low Pass Filters

— Options to print, store or email logs via built-in email server

Power Sensors

— Nearly limitless storage capacity for logs and audio
messages

Custom OEM
Coaxial Dynamics ( aCD'
6800 Lake Abram Drive
Phone. 440-213-1100 Toll Free
salesWcoaxial.com

Industries, Inc. Company)
Middleburg Hts, OH 44130
800- COAXIAL Fax: 440-243-1101
• www.coaxial.com

How to get the best
out of crowded sites? :

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.

— Polling 3URL's currently with room for future expansion
— FEMA independent lab affirms CAP 1.2 compiiance
— Printer no longer required for EAS log

257 W. Union Street, Athens, CH 4570'

www.gorman-redlich.com

Phone: 740-593-3150
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leD10 WORLD'S
Products and Services Showcase
provides a perfect medium
for marketing your
products and services.
For more information, contact Miche
at 212-378-0400 ext. 523 or
minderneden@nbmedia.con
to request a ri india kit.
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BROADCAST E
I
UIPMENT EXCHANGE
BAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE

ture announce, do unattended
remote events and more. Call
(406) 679-0527 or email krws@
digitaldevelopment.net for a
copy today.

Your # 1 Source

Submit your listings to: minderrieden@nbmedia.com
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.

STOP
AM RADIO INTERFERENCE
\. ,a1F a plug Ir' modenvielephone RF fillei flour

For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.
7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220

WANT TO BUY
Wanted: old analog automation equip, filters and EQ, tube
amps, reel to reel, cart machines
and parts. Pacific NW area. 503493-2983.

KY Filter Company

RECEIVERS/

3010 Grinnel Place

TRANSCEIVERS

Davis, CA 95618

WANT TO SELL

(530) 757-6873

American
Made
SCA
Decoders, 417-881-1846.

Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@baycountry.com

MICROPHONES/

STATIONS

HEADPHONES/
AUDIO PROCESSING

ACOUSTICS

(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY

Acoustics First
1000 0111 ARSE MIER 111119111*

rb.o , 888-7854900
www.Acousticerst.ctmt

Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
AUTOMATION

ANTENNAS

EQUIPMENT
FCC COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIGNS

AM & FM Tower Signs
Tower Registration Signs
Standard & Custom Wording
Guy Wire Protectors - Antenna Tags

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalD©msn.com
E-mail us for afree PDF catalog
610-458-8418 vrenv.antennalD.com

AM LOOPS
FOR EAS RECEIVERS
FEMA RECOMMENDED
www.PixelSatRadio.com
(303) 526-1965

WANT TO SELL
It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how you
are using it. DIY- DJ, is aLinux
based radio automation system
and now sports arecord scheduler ( DIY- DJ- RECORDER) which
allows you to schedule the
recording of a network or any
other program for replay later
as well as abasic logging system. Beside these additions the
system schedules music, does
voice tracking (ALWAYS hit the
vocal), create ashell, live assist,
exact time events, join satellite feeds, automated tempera-

SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO SELL

Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com

from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

WANT TO BUY

WANT TO BUY

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.

Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
or ilg821@aol.com.

Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO SELL
ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt For Elcom,
Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich
Ent. 11435 Manderson St. Omaha,
NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email:
CGoodrich@tconl.com

Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.

Consulting Communications Engineers
5844 Hamline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

651-784-7445

•AM/FNVNCL Applications

Over 45 rears engineering
maul
eAperienCe

•Allocation and Upgrade Studies • Tower Detuning
•Pre- Purchase Inspections • Intermodulation Studies
•\\ SI and NRSC Measurements • Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurement,
• % 1Dirt, Ilona! Array. Design, Tuning and Proof using Aiethod of Moments
Fax 16511784-7541

E-mail: infogowleng.com
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For more
information, ask
Michele at 212-378-0400 x523
or minderrieden@nbmedla.com

WORLD

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Full Service From Allocalkm to
Operation MI/FM
held %Mirk:Antenna and
FacilitieN Design

" Member AFCCE"

Doug Vernier

Telecommunication Consultants

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
ANUFIWrV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

NPo

ft
=
SoftAtueforyoure'

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

NAB Booth C2023

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
www.

ambrock.com

•Radii, :Ind television facility
coverage predicliiinN. upgrade
studies. and facility design
•FCC application preparation
•Contact Clarence M. Beverage
or Laura M. Mizrahi

-Communications
Technologies, Inc.
Roc,
B•oarkost
Enp,reenng Con,up,

(856) 985-007 www .
co m tec hrLentil
TO:

FREE Brochure for owners

www.ky-filters.com

1934 RCA 77A double ribbon
microphone, originally used
by Arthur Godfrey at WFBR
Baltimore. 100% perfect condition. Contact Bill Cook, 719684-6010.

CONSULTANTS
OWL ENGINEERING. INC

Selling aRadio Station?
explains what to expect when
you sell and settle. Emails to
Model AM- 1is for AM Broadcast Band radio interference.

radio@beld.net - 781-848-4201

Model RF 1is for Short Wave, Ham Radio, CB etc.

2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.

WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719684-6010.
Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following

distributors serving the broadcast industry

would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I
will pay for copies... Feel free to
call me at 925-284-5428 or you
can email me at ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights

RECORDING &
PLAYBACK HARDWARE

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
5674 Ll Cal111110 Real, State K
Carlsbad. California 92008
(760 I438-4420 Fax, 1760) 438.4759
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TUNWALL RADIO
SWITCH AND TRANSMITTER CONTROLLERS
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AM/FM/MULTI-SWITCH AND CUSTOM DESIGNS
330.995.9642

www.tunwallradio.com
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Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!

CONC

‘atseece

see»

Se 41/
able Esee,jot

Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
TUBES

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

il

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters
100 W
2008
250W
2004
500 W
2000
3.5 KW
r000
5KW
1995
5KW
1998
5KW
1999
5KW
2006
75KW
2002
25 KW
1988
27.5 KW
1994
30 KW ' 988

BE FM100C
Crown FM250E
BE FM 5C0C
Harris Z3.5CD
Harris HT5CD
Harris Z5CD w/2XFIexstars
Harris Z5CD
Harris 75, solid-state, unused
Harris Z7.5CD
Harris H.125CD
Continen:al 816R- 4B, SS IPA
Harris FM3OK

Please visit our website,
www.fmamtv.com, for additional listings.

,Se Habla Espanol

We Export

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
-- New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
otorola • Toshiba ° SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

737-2787
rfpgrfparts.com
__
(..dPaeotztinertal efr.ctionicz

TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIPMENT

HARRIS

Used AM Transmitters

crown

Plele see cur website or contact us for current listing

BrORDCRST

TV Transmitters- Malog and Digital
Used FLO TV Transmitters• • Axcera
• ' Rohde & Schwarz' ' Harris Masiva

Exciters & Miscellaneous Eauioment
BE Fr,30, SCA Generator
Bird Model 3936. 10 kW air-cooled RF Load
Farris N + 1Controller
MCI 4Port l -5/K Coaxial Switch
Pha:emaster T12.000
Sola Constant Voltage Transformer #23-23-230-8

RF PARTS - CO.

New TV Transmitters- Analoa and Diaital
OMB, Rohde & Schwarz and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
Pt Antennas
CIO W to 10 KW)
STL

760-744-0700
WWVd.rfparts.com

FOR THE BEST PRICE
tubes
sockets/ports, new & rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent at 402-493-1886 day or night,
wvnv.goodrichenterprises.com.
& 24 Hr seroce on transmInIng

Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Nor- profit Low
Power community radios
stations need Equipment.
Will offer tax deduction letter, You determine donation
value, We will pay shipping.
Equipment shared between
three
Wisconsin
stations.
Looking for Mics. Mixers, field
equipment, etc. You name it.
Email: Dan@WIECracio.org.

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
let rodes
Pentod Bs
NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

TRANSMITTERS/
EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

Worldwide Availability

WANT TO SELL

Made in U.S.A.

CCA AM 10,000 D — Call John
KOSS 928-595-0263 between
10 & 6PM Pacific Time.

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX + 1-215-938-7361
www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com

ISO 9001 Cutified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since ,1934

HELP WANTED

CALL 800-414-:23
Intl ( 650) 5924221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988
Visit our Wet Site at
www.eimac.com
-

POSITIONS WANTED
Are you asmall market station needing agood
nuts & bolts engineer in the Los Angeles area?
Iwill make your station shine! CET, fully FCC
Licensed. Available for Full/Part-time/Contract
work. Available immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 909446-6820, mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.

Extremely knowledgeable and articulate
racing writer/talk show host Adam Amick
is available for shows, correspondent, features,
etc. Check out www.bleacherreport.com for
samples. Call 214-384-5812 or email: adarn0
rubbinsracingshow.com.

Quick-witted voice of the Techie/Nerdy/
Intellectual set, connecting demographics less
traveled. On- air Personality, Write/Produce copy or
Vciceover Talent to suit your needs. Joe, 214-3565144 or iowtiss@gmail.com.

Talented/imaginative individual with passion
for creativity and a quick wit seeks broadcasting/acting opportunities broadcasting. Multifaceted vocal abilities, on air/voiceover work.
Proficient production/editing. Rob, 8170682-0117
or rob-young@sbcglobal.net.

Experiened radio station manager seeks new
management opportunity. More than 39 years
experience in radio. Willing to relocate. Familyfriendly format(s) preferred. Send details about your
management opening to: radiogm@hotmail.com.
Soft-toned female Voice Talent. Bright, creative, energetic, and positive seeks VO, production
or creative/copy writing opportunities. AudioNideo
tech set up experience too. Laura, 909-728-7752
01 Icpairman@gmail.com.

Seeks to excel in radio. Proficient copywriting,
VO, producing/editing commercials of all standards. Format open. Gets the job done and right.
Valyncia, 214-489-0678 or val_bay2@yahoo.com.
Let the good times roll! DejaVu here, looking to
fulfill and spark up your station. Lively, with asmile
you can hear. 817-691-1698 or dejavurobinson@
gmail.com.

WANTED: Engineer w/good background in analog ( NTSC) TV,
associated studio equipment, microwave- (7GHz), cameras, FM
stereo, etc. This will be avolunteer position for amission in the
country of Haiti. We have aLarcan solid state TV transmitter,
30KW on Ch 6and aMcMartin 3.5KW FM on 107.1. 3Ikegami
studio cameras. Grass 100 switcher and a ' home entertainment"
switcher. 2stereo boards, one TV, the other FM. Abunch of DVC
Pro decks (yet to be shipped) teleprompter, uA microwave to be
replaced this year with anewer Harris 7Gliz. 80KW diesel, prime
power at the transmitter site(new in 2012), ERI 6bay rototiller
antenna and an RCA TF-6BM batwing, 6bay for TV, no null fill on
either. Astand-by transmitter, RCA Tr-6, mostly tubes. The next
trip should be , nlate March. The main purpose will be to finish
repairs on the -'
1./ antenna, paint it with primer and then asecond
coat of aviation orange. The tower crew will be there for aweek
and I'll be there for probably 3weeks. The last two for me will
be to finish the camera install and set up, replace the microwave
TX and RX, teach the Haitians how to run it all and what to
expect from the equipment If interested, you will need avalid US
passport and agood Christian ethic. Then contact me wbOcmc@
cox.net and I'll be happy to fill in any questions you may have. It
has been rewarding for me to be able to put my faith to work in
an occupation Ilove and seeing how it changes lives. My tower
guy says the same thing. The pastor put us up while there and
provides transportation, translation and meals. We buy our own
air fare. Ican also be reached @ 402 932 3443 here in Omaha.
We're ecumenical though owned by the Lutheran church of Haiti.

«051116.
I
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HELP WANTED

Chief Engineer
Western Region
Hands-on Chief Engineer to criersee
multiple markets in the Rockies. Say
goodbye to the corporate rat race.
Independent company with more
than 30 years of local bmadcasting
success. Reguirements:Innovation,
Responsibility, Leadership. Be part of
the senior management team helping to shape the future. At the same
time, roll up your sleeves and climb
the mountain to fix the transmitter.
IT experience essential. EOE
Email your resume to BCD Rowe at:
bobrowevtegmail.com
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How Is Your Staff Doing, Emotionally?
Let's talk frankly about the business of radio and stress in our workplace

ICOMMENTARY
When Ivisit stations, as Ioften do,
Iam very aware of the "mood in the
room." Often, because Ipose no threat,
and because I'm atrained mental health
clinician, Iglean from conversation a
lot of underlying issues that perhaps
management doesn't have time to pay
attention to.
Aside from anything happening in
their personal lives, station personnel
are concerned about what's happening
with their jobs, their sources of income,
the stress level of their bosses, who is
going to get laid off next,
and — if they're in sales —
how they are going to make
their targets.
Leadership should understand that an attitude of "I
don't have time to worry
about how my staff feels"
will end up costing the company in the long run.
ing and drinking
People who are stressed
These are highand depressed are more
pressure positions.
likely to call out sick, to
Somehow, in some
be less productive and less
way, the stress of
creative. In the radio busithe job is going to
ness, the ability to be protake a toll on their
ductive and creative is a
health. Stress horquintessential requirement.
mones result
in
Here is a great resource Kelly Orchard
weight gain, heart
for tips on minding stress
attack, memory loss
on the job: www.mentalhealthamerica.
and other health crises. It is imperative
net/go/mind-your-stress-on-the-job.
that people in such circumstances maintain awork/life balance.
LISTEN ANO OBSERVE
As stations downsize and eliminate
If Iwere to propose aconcept for your
jobs, remaining staff struggle with
station to build amore effective team, it
added responsibilities; some feel overwould be in the context of family therwhelmed and underqualified. There are
apy. When you consider the station as a
ways that stations — at least those that
family, there is astrong possibility that
wish to be productive and increase revthere are multiple dysfunctional aspects
enue, listenership and development —
here. When Idiscussed my theories with
can take care of staff who remain, even
several broadcast professionals, their
if budgets are tight.
response was unanimous: "Oh yeah, stations are very dysfunctional."
QUALITY OF LIFE
In the words of Jerry Maguire, " Help
Radio people do not have the exclume help you." Family Therapy 101.
sive on struggling economically, feeling
I'd first encourage all staff members,
obsolete or having a sense of "trying
not just management, to take a look
to just hang in there until the economy
around.
turns." In my private practice, Isee it
Owners and general managers have
all the time.
no outlet to talk about their stress levels.
Iteach stress management skills to
They must present themselves as caphelp clients cope. There are no quick
tains of the ship and are quite possibly
fixes, but when you realize that you are
faking it. When they leave the station,
in over your head stress-wise and that
they may well experience emotional eatyour quality of life is suffering, you will

ockphoto/wehrmann69

BY KELLY ORCHARD

begin to seek ways to overcome it.
You might have that familiar excuse,
"I don't have time to take care of
myself," or one that Irecently heard,
"When the dust settles, then I'll take a
vacation or something."
Be aware of your surroundings and
circumstances. Take a breath; and
acknowledge that your station staff is
made up of human beings with lives
outside of the station walls. You, too, are
in that category.
There is no "cookie cutter" plan,
because each company culture and circumstance is unique. But let me be
clear: The dust will never settle unless

you do something to settle it.
The author is CEO of Orchard Media
Services Inc., a consultant specializing
in FCC compliance for radio/TV. She
is a graduate of the NAB Broadcast
Leadership Training Program and a
licensed marriage and family therapist, author, speaker, podcaster and
professional development coach. Email
kellyeorchardmediaservices.com.
She wrote in September about questions that atherapist would tell radio to
think about when considering its relationship with audience. See radioworld.
corn, keyword Orchard, to find " You've
Lost That Loving Feeling."

HOW TO
SEND ALETTER TO THE EDITOR:
Email radioworld@nbmedia.com with " Letter to the Editor" in the subject field.
Please include issue date.
CHANGE YOUR MAILING ADDRESS:
Visit radioworld.com, click on the subscription button and follow instructions to
change asubscription address.
CONTRIBUTE FREELANCE ARTICLES:
Email radioworld@nbmedia.com and request our Writer's Guidelines.
GET INFORMATION ABOUT ADVERTISING:
Download amedia kit, including editorial calendar, at radioworld.comi
advertise.shtml.
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READER'SFORUM
AM AMBIENT NOISE
Ienjoyed Paul McLane's editorial in the Feb.
12 Radio World on AM noise ("How to Improve
Ambient Noise"). The ham community has
been impacted by noise producing consumer
electronic devices for years.
Ipersonally tried, unsuccessfully, for three
years to quiet down aplasma TV owned by our
next-door neighbor.
This thing was terrible as you can see and
hear when you check out my link ( below)
A manufacturer's rep technician that visited
couldn't quiet it down, and no amount of
grounding, shielding, common mode or differential mode filtering that I installed even
touched it. Isuppose aFaraday cage may have
worked, but the TV viewing would have been
slightly impaired!
Once Iidentified the noise source, the neighbors were stunned their own TV was wiping out
their portable AM radio, as well as the entire
neighborhood; they even bought another AM
receiver thinking the original model was defective. This noise source was 200 feet from my
receiving antenna and had harmonic content
all the way up to 30 MHz! The neighbor and I
finally agreed to split the cost of abrand-new
60-inch LCD TV to resolve my QRN problem;
thank God for understanding neighbors!
Hopefully articles like yours will wake up
the FCC to start reevaluating unintentional
emitters.
P.S.: The plasma TV is now in Austin, Texas.
tearing up someone else's neighborhood.

Joe VW writes: Fig. 1 (left) captures the spectrum display on an Icom IC-7700 transceiver tuned to 1.900 MHz in the middle of the 160 meter amateur band (just above the AM broadcast band). As you can see the TV- generated noise Is broad
banded in nature. The interference would change frequency and amplitude with modulation of the TV video and averaged
asignal strength of 5dB over S-9. Fig. 2 ( right) captures the spectrum display on the same transceiver tuned to 3.830
MHz showing asimilar noise signature.
Fig. 3displays adifferent plasma TV in
the neighborhood as
heard on aFlex 5000
software- defined radio
tuned to 3.860 in
the middle of the 80
meter amateur band.
Too bad Inever took
ascreen shot .of the
infamous plasma TV
in the middle of the
AM broadcast band;
it was off the Smeter
scale (60 dB cver S-9)
as Iapproached the
neighbor's house with
ahandheld portable
radio.

Joe Vlk, W8DCQ
Oxford, Mich.
Hear an audio clip of the noise described by
Joe Vlk at http://bit.ly/08jIYW.

KEEP THE SCREWDRIVER

THE ECONOMICS OF AM

IN YOUR POCKET
Mark Persons, I totally agree with your article
("Adjust Rules for NRSC Measurements," Feb. 1). I
was talking about it on the Chapter 73 net last evening.
Ihave found with the new solid-state rigs that the
best advice is to keep the screwdriver in your pocket
and not allow adjustments by anyone to any piece
of processing or RF equipment in the station, unless
under the direction of aqualified broadcast engineer,
most importantly continual monitoring the station
under your care for any sign of maladjustment, and
finally, keeping maintenance history of all technical
work done in the station. Unfortunately, most of these
basic practices of the past are things ignored anymore.
Keep up the good work. For sure your article got
some broadcast engineering people thinking and
shows they are reading the good publications on good
practice.
Dean Sever, W8IM
D&L Communications
Pinellas Park, Fla.

Scott Clifton's comments on AM improvement
in the Feb. 12 issue t"AM, You Want aFix? IGot
a Fix!") can possibly be summarized as "abandon
medium wave."
Moving AM stations to VHF (whether with a
frequency swap or through program duplication
on VHF with FM translators) appears to do little
to increase listenership on the MW band. Further,
allocating MW to local broadcasting appears to be
the least cost-effective use of the band.
The cited costs (towers, land, ground systems,
etc.) are similar for low-power and high-power stations, especially non-directional stations. It seems
more cost-effective to spread these costs over awide
coverage area as ahigh-power AM would do. Further, with its coier-the horizon and skywave capabilities. AM is more suited for long-distance use.
However, low-cost long-distance transmission
(terrestrial fiber or satellite) of audio for local
broadcast on VHF may make the economics of longdistance fireadicast over MW not work.

It would be interesting if someone who awned
more than one FM in amarket were to convert one
to pure digital (perhaps DRM) and put radios in local
stores (IThink some of the original AM broadcast
stations were often awned by stores selling radios).
Finally, perhaps the time for MW has passed.
Throughout the history of radio, there has been a
trend toward the use of higher and higher frequencies.
Idon't have asolution for AM. It does not appear
that anyone else does, either.
Separately, regarding Edward Schober's Feb.
12 letter on audio codecs for streaming and John
Kean's response: It may become less important as to
what codecs are supported by what browsers. With
the HTML5 Audio tag and the audio API, audio
decoders have been implemented in JavaScript (see
http:Ilaudiocogs.orglcodecs1). With this approach, a
browser can download acodec if it does not natively
support the stream format.
Harold Hallikainen
Engineer
1/SL Inc.
San Luis Obispo, Calif.
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Our readers have something to say:
" Wow, that was an

action-packed issue!
Radio World reminds
me why I'm in the
business that I
love.
Robert E. Lee
Owner/President
Lee Medio Works LLC
Abilene, Texas
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READER'SFORUM
BRING PEAKERS BACK TO LIFE
Iappreciated Chuck Bullett's article on rebuilding the JBL speakers ("You Can Repair Old
Speakers:' Feb. Iedition).
A couple of years ago one of my Advent speakers sounded like it was blown. This system is in
my office and not used much. Upon removing the
front cloth grille, Inoticed the foam had deteriorated and fallen off. I, too, did an Internet search
hoping to find an inexpensive replacement speaker. As in Chuck's case Ifound this was acommon
condition but with an inexpensive solution.
Resuscitating old speakers
I bought an Edge-It rebuild kit from www.
doesn't have to cost afortune.
simplyspeakers.com. Iinstalled it as he did, and
both speakers now sound like new. I believe
Chuck has done an admirable service by showing how great speakers can be inexpensively brought back to life. Iwas completely unaware that such repair kits existed.
Tom Osenkowsky
Brookfield, Conn.

TAP TALENT AMONG GROWNUPS
Mark Lapidus: Your article in the March Iedition ("Small Market? Hire Local. Hire
Smart.") nails it! Why do so many people in broadcasting not "get it"?
Iwould only add to consider hiring older people, not just teens. There is alot of talent
out there among grownups just waiting to be tapped for part-time work.
Ialways look forward to reading your columns.
Dale Adkins
Semi-Retired Broadcaster
Murphysboro,
Mark Lapidus replies: Great addition, Dale. Wish Ihad included that thought. Iso
appreciate your kind words.

AM TOWER TOOL AVAILABLE
Readers should be aware that the [ FCC] AM tower tool ("AM Tower Tool Available:'
radioworld.com) only indicates the legal necessity for anew tower proponent to notify
an AM station. It does not assess the extent, if any, of possible interference to an AM station. It does not
screen existing detuned tower changes, which
all require AM notification.
Lawrence Behr
CEO, LBA Group Inc.
Greenville, N.0

DITCH IBOC, UPGRADE
A voice of reason in the AM
wilderness ("Improving AM: Some
Tough Decisions Ahead," March
I). Ditch worthless IBOC, upgrade
receivers. Manage bandwidth for best
sound. Sounds like common sense to
me!
Fred Schroyer
Freelance Writer/Editor/Book Developer
Waynesburg, Penn.

TAKING RADIO AUTOMATION
TO A WHOLE NEW LEVEL
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sweet... sixteen input faders control a virtually unlimitec number of audio sources

introducing the IP-1 6
(more of a good thing)
VVheatNet-IP Imelligent Network Native
Fully Modular Construction & Operation
Flexible, Functional, Reliable, Affordable

for more info, visit:
http://bit.ly/thinkbig16
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LOW COST DOESN'T HAVE TO MEAN LOW QUAUTY

VISIT WHEATSTONE@NAB: BOOTH C3112
phone 1.252.638-7000 Iaudioartsengineering.com

sales@wheatstone.com
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